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ABSTRACT 

A Methodology for Detailed Calculation of Illuminance Levels and Light Dimming 

Factors in a Room with Motorized Blinds Integrated in an Advanced Window 

Athanassios Tzempelikos 

Utilisation of daylight in buildings may resuIt in significant savings in electricity 

consumption for lighting while creating a higher quality indoor environment. The 

benefits in terns of higher productivity and reduced absenteeism of office workers 

probably excezd the significant eilergy savings. Additional energy savings are also 

realised d u . g  the cooIing season, when reduction of inrernal heat gains due to electric 

lighting results in a corresponding reduction of cooling energy consumption. 

This study presents a simulation of an offrce space with an advanced window with 

integrated motorized venetian blinds between the panes. The methodology developed 

consists of the following steps: 

4. The-transmittmce characteristics- of the - wincbow %th t h e  shading deVice Ge 

determined as a function of blind tilt angle, solar incidence angle and sky conditions 

&om full scale experimental measurements in an outdoor test room. Thus, they may 

be employed for any orientation and location and utilised both for control and d e s i s -  

In control, they would allow the prediction of incoming daylight with just one 

extenor sensor on each building façade. 



2. The illuminance distribution on the work plane due to daylight is determined, based 

on detailed radiosity anaiysis including calcdation of ail necessary form and 

configuration factors. At the same time, the optimal blind tilt angle is selected in 

order to avoid glare, allow maximum view to the outside and transmit the maximum 

possible amount of daylight in the interior space. 

3. The electrical light level required to achieve the necessary total illuminance level on 

the work plane is computed and light dimming Leveb are established for ail the lights 

in the space throughout the year. 

4- Energy savings fiom reduced utilisation of electric lights are estimated. Savings of 

over 75% are computed for a typical office space. The shading device and light 

dimming control algorithm may be implernented in an intelligent building automation 

system in conjunction with simultaneous control of HVAC systems, in order to 

minimize ensrgy consumption while rnaintaining good human cornfort. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1.1 Backoround 

Xatural tÏght has alu-q.s played a dominant role in buildings, both to reveal tlie 

architecture of the building and to creare a pleasant atmosphere, as well as to provide the 

occupants witli visual comfon and fünctional illumination. mie optimal use of daylight 

was, at die tirne of cheap enera,  often seen as a superfluous design constraht. 

Illuminance deficiencies in the building M-ere corrected ai th anificial lighting. The oil 

crisis and subsequent increase in encra prices, and now the even greater awareness of 

the impact of energy production on the giobal environment, has aven an impetus to 

energ--conscious design. 

With the p o u h g  interest in encre--conscious design in general and solar architecture 

in particular, the importance anached to energ  use for artScial lighting in the non- 

domestic building sector has grown as weI1. It is estimated that about lialf the energy used 

in non-domestic buiidings goes to artficial Iighting. Waste heat f?om luminaires in winter 

may contribute to heating, but in surrnmer energy is often wasted getting rid of surplus 

heat Grom luminaires by means of air-conditioning systems. 

Moreover, the growing realisation that (i) the enerm invoIved in the provision -of 

artificial lighting contributes sipificantly to global environmental pohtion and (ii) the 

deprivation of dayli_rht may have detrimental psychological and ph-siological effects on 

the occupants of the building, have al1 given recently cause for concem. Dayligliting has 



become, nest to passive solar Iieating and passive cooling, a major topic in enerp-  

consclous design. 

The utilisation of daylight in buildings may have some disadvantages: glare, Iii_oh 

contrast, \.ariability, di%cuI& of control and escessive illuminances are some of them. 

Ail these problems have been addressed during the last twenty years. The revolution in 

daylight use in brrildings lias Ied to a huge number of inventions and products. These 

products uiclude inno\.ative da~.light componsnts and shading devices, as well as lightîng 

controI systems. 

n i e  main problem has always been the optirnization of tliese systems. The budding 

space, use and cliaractenstics ma>- be completely different from case to case, tlius, 

different approaches have to be followed in da-li&tînf design and in the utilization of 

daylighting systems. 

1.2 Motivation 

In receïtt years, there have been a large number of cornpanies that have produced 

innovative daylighting components and sliading devices. The old-fasliioned simple 

double-glazed window is hardly ever found in new commercial buildings and modem 

offices. Instead, the systems used nowadays are quite complex optically in their majority. 

As a result, only few of them have been studied in detail in order to esamine their optical 

characteristics and their transmission/reflection~absorption properties and, based on these, 

to evaluate the efficiency of such cornples systems in a particular space. The fact that 

many of tliese products can be espensive leads to a need for detailed studies about their 

efficiency . 



The development of several cornputer simulation progams for lighthtinp and 

dqlighting (Radiance, Siiperlite. Lumen-Micro, etc.) lias reduced the problem. However, 

with the increasing production of these systems none of the existing software can 

simulate al1 of them. The horizontal venetian blinds are a good example of such a system 

that has been studied in the past, but the huge varie@ of products in this area requires a 

different study for each system in ordsr to optirnize its design and choose the one with the 

best daylighting efficizncy- 

1.3 O biectives 

The main objecti~res of this thssis are the foIlo\ving: 

To study the optical -transmission- properties of an advanced wïndow system with 

integrated higlily reflective motorized venetïan blinds between the nvo panes, a 

system with the comples combined optical characteristics of a tcindow and a shading 

device tozether and to generate solar radiation and daylight -visible- general 

 ansm mit tance equations for the whoie window based on full-scale rneasurements in an 

outdoor test-room. 

To develop an analytical detailed methodolofy for simulating the luminous f l ~ ~  and 

daylight transfer processes in a closed space and calculate the illuminance levei on 

any point in a room -mainiy on the work plane- due to daylight. 

To determine the daylighting efficiency of this advanced window system in an office 

space. 



4. To develop a control strategy that combines tlie use of naniral daylight using this 

system and also die selecnve use of mificial Lighting -dimming- in order to estunate 

the possible energ? savings for an office space with such a n-indow. 

Chapter 2 overviews the rdared Iiterature. Different mediodologies for calculating 

iliuminance level in a space are presented. Recent innovative daylifhting components are 

described dong with modem shading devices and otlier systems for the daylight control 

in buildings and enerE eficisncy imolving these systems is discussed. Emphasis is 

placed on motorized veneban blinds. FinaUy. the concept of dynamic control is 

introduced. combined with the use of predictive control al_eoritluris for ener~y-efficient 

buildings. 

In chapter 3 the advanced window system considered in this work is described and the 

experimental procedure is presented. After an anaIysis of the parameters involved in the 

transmission process, the general dayIight (visible) transmittance equations and the solar 

radiation transmittance equations are determined for al1 possible cases and tlie resuits are 

discussed in detail. 

Chapter 4 contains a numerical simulation of a typical office space with sucb a window 

system on a near south-facins façade. The illuminance level on the work plane is found 

for al1 working hours in the year using detailed analytical methods (solar geometry, form 



factors and configuration factors). Then, a cornparison with experimentai measurements 

is performed. Finally, a control algorithm is developed for the simultaneous control of the 

shading device and dimming of the electric lights. The daylighting efficiency of the 

advanced window is discussed and the possible energy savings of this dynamic control 

strategy are estimated, 

Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of this snidy and also recornmendations for future 

work 



CH-M'TER 2 

2.1 Davliuht assessment 

Tlie realisation of tlie iinponaiice of daylishting in buildings restilted in a large number 

of daylightiiig studies. Thesr studies enend from theoretical calculations of sky 

luminance/illuminance and analytical ways of predicting illuminance level in a c1osed 

space to the invention of complex optical -stems for tlie control of dayIighr/sunlight and 

developinent of dynamic connd strategies for die simultaneous oprimal performance of 

HVAC systems and innovat ive daylighting components or shadins devices. 

PL designer needs to evaluate each daylighting opinion fiom a lighting point of view 

and an ene rF  point of view. Both critena are criticai for the optimum performance of a 

building. Tire best performance could be determined if a daylighting study for a building 

could be made before its construction (Baker, 1993). There are several methods to 

predict and assess the daylighting performance of a building: 

1. ScaIe models. These are mock-ups of the real building. ScaIe models allow a 

qualitative and quantitative performance evaluation of the daylight systems used with 

respect to visual performance only. The desiper cm evaluate the impact of shading 

upon the indoor light levels, and also the distribution of daylight inside building 

spaces, due to the use of innovative dayiighting systems (Bauman, 1987). The 

daylight assessment can be performed either in outdoor conditions (real sLy) or under 

an artificial sky (Michel, 1995). 
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Fig. 2.1. Scale mode1 photometry techniques and related issues (Baker, 1993). - 



Graphical tools. Tliere are simple p p h i c d  tools allowing a rough assessrnent of 

various da>-ligliting scliemes. Comrnon esarnples are the Waldram diapam method 

(Waldram, 1944), the Pilkin$on sky dot method (Pikingon 1969, Lynes 1963), the 

B E  overcast sky protractors (Longmore, 1967), etc. 

Cornputer tools. The results of software tools can be Linked with overall energy 

performance evaluation software. However. they differ on the approach and the dem-1 

they mode1 the lighting behaviour of a space and therefore the. dl contain different 

types of errors. 

2.2 \Iethodolog- f o r  dsivliphtino desian 

nie qualitative ar.d architectural aspects of dayli&tïng are well studied in the past. The 

quantitative aspects of daylighting will be presented nest, specifically touxuds proriding 

the designer with sufficient information so that the average work plane iIIurninance and 

ihrninances at several k q r  points on the work plane in a space may be estirnated. 

The calculation procedures have four major components: 

First, the illuminances on the window and on the pound due to the sun and the shy 

and the reflected light from the ground have to be determined. Generaliy, two slq 

types are used: CIE overcast (Moon & Spencer, 1942) and CIE clear (Kittler, 1965). 

Recently, many different models have been developed for these sky conditions 

(Hooper, 1987, Hamkon & Coombes, 1988) as well as for part- cIoudy sLy based on 

the possibility of sunshine (Linlefair, 1991) or the nebulosity index and even 

compIicated combined models have been created (Perez, 1993). Many of these 

models seem to give accurate results and have been adopted by CIE. 



= Using these data, the designer can predict the extemal illuminance, horizontal, 

vertical or sloped, on the fenestration (window, skylight, etc.). This requires inclusion 

of not only direct radiation fkom the sun and the slq but also reflected radiation fiom 

the ground and adjacent buildings. 

= The third component of the daylighting design process is to ascertain the visual 

transmission charactenstics of the fenestration material. Generally, there are two 

types of transrnittances to consider, namely direct transmittance of sudight and 

d i f i s e  transmittance of cieadovercast sky light. 

= The final step is to process the Iuminous flux which enters the intenor space. There 

are several ways to do that (geometrical, analyticd, generai, etc) depending on the 

detaii desired and the sky conditions. General ways to calculate the average 

illuminance on the work plane which are suggested by E S  (1984), like the Lumen 

method of skylighting (Kauhan, 1981) and the Lumen method of sidelighting (ES, 

1978, Kaufhan, 198 1) are not very accurate, but they c m  provide the designer with a 

good estimation of the average illuminance on the work plane. 

2.2.1 The Davliprht factor method 

Another more detailed procedure has been developed and is widely used in Europe 

based on the work of many researchers over the past 80 years (Waldram, 1950, 

Hopkinson, 1966, Bryan, 1981, Robbins, 1984). It is called the dayiight factor method 

@F), or split flux method. The dayiibt factor c m  be expressed to estimate the amount of 

daylight in the intenor of a building. It is expressed as the ratio of the iliuminance at a 

point on a plane produced by the luminous flux received directly or indirectiy at that 



point 6om a sky of a gïven luminance distribution to the iliuminance on a horizontal 

plane produced by an unobstnicted l ~ e ~ s p h e r e  of this sarne sky: 

DF = fi, EJ -100% (2- 1) 

where El is the intsnor illiirninance and Ec is the esterior ihninance. In the above 

defmition, direct sunlight is excluded. Thus the daylight factor method has been limited 

to the cases of die CIE oxrcast s b  and uniform overcast sky. However, other 

developrnerits made the metliod valid for the CIE clear sLy also, but they are quite 

complicated (Bryan, 1981). Tlie three ways in which daylight may reach a point on a 

horizontal plane within a room are s h o w  in Fig. 1.2. The sky component (SC) is the 

pomon of DF due to da>-ligiit recek-ed directly from the sky. The estemally reflected 

component (ERC) is the portion of DF due to daylight received directly at that point fiom 

estemal reflecting surfaces. FinalIy, the interna& reflected component (IRC) is tliat 

portion of the DF due to daylight that reaches the point fiom interna1 reflecting surfaces. 

The total daylight factor is the sum of these three cornponents: 

DF = SC - ERC - IRC 

ERC 

\? 'Y- 

Fig. 2.2. The three components of the daylight factor. 

7 n 



2.2.2 The finite difference metbod 

This method is product of the work of DiLaura (1979) and Siegel (1982), and it was 

presented as a complete method for the caicdation of illumhance values by Goral 

(1984). The method is based on the principle of energy conservation and it allows the 

calculation of illurninance distribution on the surfaces of a closed space. The procedure 

can be summarized in the following diagram: 

Input geornetrical data 
of the space 

between al1 surfaces 
Calculation of the fina1 

illurninance values on each surface 
after mutipie reflections 

iin the space 

Fig. 2.3. The principle of the general finite difference method for the calculation of 

illuminance in a space. 

It is obvious that the geometry of the space plays Che most significant role in this 

method. Spaces with different geometries may have a completeiy different iliuminance 

distribution under the same extenor daylight conditions. T h e  separation of the surfaces in 

smaller surfaces increases the detail and the accuracy of results. However, the numerical 

complexity increases exponentially wiîh the number of sub-surfaces. Usually, oniy the 



window surface has an initial illuminance value (except for the case that there is a 

skylight or  other innovative daylighting components on the roof). 

The form factors (or view factors) are analogous to the radiation shape factors in 

radiation heat tramfer (Appendix B). ï h e y  are strictly geometric quantities and they 

describe the exchange of luminous flux between two surfaces, The final illuminance on 

each surface after multiple reflections in the space can be found fiom the equation: 

where EOi is the initiz II iliuminance (luminous exitance) of the surface, Ei is the final 

luminous exitance of the surface, E, is the luminous exitance of ail the other surfaces of 

the space and Fv are the form factors. Using Eq. 2.3, die solution of the system of Iinear 

equations (Tsangrassoulis, 1997), can be solved either with matrix algebra (Murdoch, 

1985), or with iterative dgebraic methods, like the Jacobi or the Gauss-Seidel method. 

Generally, the f ~ t e  difference radiosity method is the most accurate of al1 because it 

does not contain any empirical parameters and it is not based on the luminance of the sky. 

The only disadvantage of this method is that it cannot be employed in the case when the 

space consists of completely specular or mirror surfaces (Zmmel, 1986); the surfaces are 

considered diffuse or Lambertian (that is a very good approximation for most office 

spaces). A sirnplified version of this method is developed for the numerical simulation of 

an office space (chapter 4). 

Recently, other methods for calculating the iIluminance Ievel in a space have been 

developed, e-g. ray-tracing techniques (Maxwell, 1986, Mailey, 1988). The main 



disadvantage of these techniques is the numencal complexity and also that they are very 

time-consuming, although accurate. 

2.3 GIare 

Glare is defined by CIE as ''the condition of vision in which there is a discomfort or a 

reduction in the ability to see details or objects, caused by an unsuitable distribution or 

range of luminance, or extreme contrasts". Glare can be classified as dîrect and indirect 

or reflected. Direct glare is caused by the presence of a light source in the field of view. 

On the contrary, indirect glare involves two effects: reflected glare and veiling 

reflections. Reflected glare is caused by glossy surfaces refiecting the images of light 

sources into the eyes. Veiling reflections occur when small areas of the visual task reflect 

light fiom a window or a light fixture, reducing the contrast between the task and the 

irnmediate surroundings. This kind of refiection can occur when the angle of incidence of 

light on the horizontal working surface is wïthin the observer's viewing zone. 

Glare can be expressed a s  

Disability glare: it lessens the ability to see detail; it does not necessarily cause 

visual discomfort. 

Discornfort glare: it occurs when the presence of excessively bright sources in the 

field of view causes a state of discomfort, even with no sipificant reduction of the 

ability to see. 

Several studies (Chauvel, 1980, Hopkinson, 1 970) resulted in a combined generd glare 

equation, known as the Comell Index, which predicts the discornfort glare due to the s b  

seen £iom a window: 



wliere: 

K is a conversion constant 

I-, is the luminance of the source 

L h  is the Inmi~iance of die background 

f2 is the solid angle subtended by the source, modified to take into account the position in 

the fieId of view 

sis the solid angle of the source with respect to the sye 

When there are numerous light sources in the field of vieiv, the above mentioned @are 

constants should be summed to determine the gIare indes (GI), according to the foilowing 

expression: 

Gr = lolog ,TG (2. -5) 

The most important fiinctions of a whdow are to admit iight into an interior and to 

provide a view outside. However, glare discornfort could arîse fiom a direct view of the 

sky. To prevent this, excessive conîrasts are reduced by controlling the direct light 

sources and by raising the luminance of the surrounding surfaces. Tliere are three ways to 

do that: changing the window orientation, using gIazings with varying transmission 

properties and other innovative daylighting components and/or usine shading devices, 



2.4 Recent development in glazings 

The transmittance of clear g l a s  and common double-glazed windows has been widely 

studied in the past (Riviero, 2 958). The number of panes, the thickness, the extinction - 

coefficient and the absorptance of the g l a s  have an eEect on the transmittance. Recently, 

more advanced glazings have replaced the traditional common double-glazed window. 

The low emissivity glazing (low-e) has a special coating on one surface, which reduces 

the longwave emissivity from about 0.9 to 0.1. These glazings c m  allow high solar gains 

into a room while rninimizing heat losses through the glazing. The material and the 

thickness of the glazing affect the solar radiation transmittance of low-e glazings 

(Karlsson & Roos, 2000). 

Variable transmission glasses are new developed glazings that allow the building 

enveIope to be used dynamically, responding to outdoor ciimate and interior thermal 

needs- The principle of operation of electrochromic glazing (Cogan, 1986) is based on the 

change of the optical properties of certain laminated materiais when subjected to an 

extemal electric field. The electrochromic coating is activated by a small electric voltage, 

generated by the building services or manually by the occupants. This voltage changes 

the tilt of the coating and therefore its  ansm mit tance. The life of electrochromic glazings 

is estimated around 4 years and this is a major drawback for their generalized use in 

buildings. 

The thermachromic glazing (Lee, 1986) includes a t h h  tungsten trioxide or vanadium 

dioxide film. It passively switches between a heat transmitting and heat reflecting state, 

therefore it can reduce cooling loads and provide solar protection. Translucent glazings 

have low transmittance and they diffuse daylight; they are suitable for atna and skylights 



where direct visual communication with the extenor environment is not required. The 

photocluomic glazing lias a naiismittance inversely proponional to the outdoor 

illuminance; when the illuminance is low, it acts as a normal glass, while in periods of 

hi& illuminance, it bellaves as a body tinted gIass (low transmîttance and hi& 

absorptance). Ot her gasoc hrornic and thermotropic glazings with a large dynamic range 

in total solar ene r s -  transinittarice have also k e n  developed and studied (Wilson, 2000). 

2.5 Innovative davliohtino comoonents 

The innovative daylighting components are advanced design feahires and components 

which are used to rsplace or complement windoiv openings with respect to daylighting. 

They work by redirecting or diffusing sunlight or slylight into a space. Tiiese systems 

airn to increase daylight levels to the rear of deep rooms, improve the dayiight uniformit). 

within a space, conbol direct sunlight so that it can be an effective working illuminant 

and at the same t h e  reduce glare and discomfon for the occupants (Littlefair, 1000). 

Apart from these, t he -  c m  conaibute to the reduction of enerm consumption due to 

electric tighting and reduction in the cooling Ioad. 

Aûia and skylights cm be considered such components and they have been used for 

many years. More recently, other advanced systerns have been (and are being) developed. 

A light-redirecting double-glazing system (Beck, 1999) consists of stacked acrylic blades 

section between the two panes of a window. The blades have a starting leading section, 

inclined 40" from the horizontal. The rniddle section is curved, in order to redirect most 

of the incident Iight at the interface. The end section of the blades is straight and longer, 

in order to redirect the light in the desired pattern. This systern achieves a s i d c a n t  



redistribution of ambient sunlight within a room, reflecting the light towards the ceiling, 

where it is dif ised ont0 the working area, while at the same rime @are is reduced 

significantly but not eliminated. 

Pnsms and diffising glazings can be used in vertical windows as shading devices 

and/or as daylight guiding devices. They c m  reflect the direct sunlight, diffuse it or 

redirect it towards the ceiling. Lorenz (1998) has studied a glazing with a prismatic bar 

consisting of transparent material with a triangular cross-section- It rejects direct solar 

radiation d u . g  the surnmer period and transmits it during the rest of the year- It is based 

on the seasonal change in solar incidence angle (Appendix A) and on the capabiiity of 

g l a s  prisms to refiact' reflect/transmit solar radiation depending on ÙIr relevant incident 

aqgle. 

A similar system (Lorem, 2001) consists of two prismatic panes. The prismatic ribs of 

the panes are inclined by a certain angle to the horizontd, facing each other and 

positioned such that a small gap remains between them. The lower faces are coated with a 

specularly reflective layer, while the upper faces are covered with a difisely reflecting 

layer. It c m  be applied to a wide range of window orientations and provides protection 

against direct solar radiation and glare in the summer, energy-saving properties, and good 

illumination of deep rooms and allows a good viewing field to the outside. 

Sun ducts are devices that can bring light and ventilate interiors which are dark and 

damp (Coch, 2000). They consist of a capturing head, and a duct (light-pipe). They 

transport daylight fiom the roof of a building to spaces even 7m below. A dome with a 

reflector leads the sunlight into a highly reflective tube, which guides the light down to 

the space. On the bottom of the tube there is a diffuser that distributes the sunlight into 



the space. Tlie transmittance of suc11 a system depends on its dimensions and physical 

propemes, but the average ooerall nansminance is about 50% (Arpnou, 1997). 

Anidolic zenithal openings (Coiirret, 1994) are sirnilar systems. The input and output 

beams are controlled by specular reflectors. Thq- are based on non-imagïng optics and 

consist of a parabolic concentrator above a parabolic deconcentrator, in order to guide 

dayIight to\vards the bonom. The! improve the illitminance distribution of a space 

sikmificantly and pro~ide complete protection fiom glare. 

A holograpliic optical film is another system for redirecting Light into a space. By the 

physical effect of difiaction. different forms of Iight manipulation are possible (Muller, 

1993). mie>- can aiso bs used on the estemai surface of verticaI windou-s in order to 

miide the zenith Iiglit indoors. Moreover, they can filter certain wavelengîhs of the solar 
C 

spectrurn and therefore the infrared pan c m  be directed towards a part of an inner glass 

layer to reduce the Iieat gains of a space (Arginou, 1997). Holographie optical elernents 

can also bz ussd to concentrate direct solar radiation on photovoltaic cslls placed on 

transparent shading devices. In this way, o d y  the difise daylight is transmitted into the 

space, wlùle the sunlight generate electricity with an increased efficiency of about 40% 

per ce11 area (Muller & Capelle, 2000). 

This attractive idea of multifunctional solar facades of buildings has just corne in 

during the last few years. Systems that simultaneously produce heat and electricity, and at 

the same time they provide shadint and daylig~t to the intenor are highIy appreciated 

(Steemers, 1994). The optimization problem is cornplex, but recent studies are optimistic 

(Varriainen, 2000 j. 



2.6 Shadino devices 

The requirement of maximi-zing natural light in building spaces is, during the summer, 

in conflict \vitIl the need to minimize solar gains in order to rediice enerw consumption 

for air-conditioning. Escept for the innovative dayIighting components, shading devices 

or combined systems c m  help to minirnize solar gains. 

n i e  amount of anniral dayliglit incident on a nindow depends on the latitude of die 

place, the location, tile grorrnd reflectance, the orientation of the window and, of course, 

the sIq conditions (assurning that daylight is not obstmcted by adjacent buildings or 

vegetation). South-facing windows accept the greatest amount of daylight (and the higher 

solar gains). For an office space- it is necessa- to avoid $are and hi- contrast, which 

cause discornfort to the occupants. Thus, shading provision should be considered as an 

ixitegal part of fenestration system desis:  especially for south facades of buildings. 

Some esamples of shading devices are sliown in Fig. 2-4, The varie- of shading devices 

is Iiigii, but they faU into bvo main categories: fixed and movable. 

Fixed shading deMces include overhangs, louvers, vertical fins, awnings and light 

shelves, whereas movable shading devices are mainly reiractable rouer shades, shutters, 

venetian bhnds and curtains. The fixed devices are usually ernployed in the building 

envelope to esclude solar radiation in the summer (reduction in cooling load) and to 

admit it in the winter (reduction of heating requirements, Athienitis & Santamourïs, 

1999). However, they also block a ~i~gnificant amount of difise dayli&t on clear days 

and they are not effective under overcast conditions. 

On the other liand? moveable shading devices c m  be adjusted to changing soIar 

incidence angles (Sceatzle, 1990). They can allow the maximum possible arnount o f .  



daylight into the space without causinp glare on clear days, while, at the sarne t h e ,  they 

can allow a11 the available daylight under overcast days. These devices c m  be either 

manually operated (curtains, shutters, roller shades) or motonzed (horizontal Iouvers/ 

venetian b h d s ,  retractable roller blinds). In modern offices, the need for efficient 

automation systems is greater than ever and the motorized shading devices are 

predominating. 

The diurnal and seasond changes in the sun's position and the sky conditions cause a 

large and complex variazion in the daylight t~ansmirted through a window systern with an 

integrated shading device. Thus a detailed study of ail the parameters invoIved in the 

transmission process and a balance between the accuracy of calculations and numerical 

complexity is required (Tsangrassoulis, 1996). 

EXTERNAL 
ROLLING 
SHUTTER 

LIGHT SHELF 
SHUTTER - 

BLINDE - - SIDE-FIN 

Fig. 2.4. Examples of shading devices (Athienitis & Santamouns, 1999). 



2.6.1 hlotorized venetian blinds 

Motorized sliading devices can be continuous (roller blinds), or discrete (venetian 

b1inds)- The optical and transmission properties of the continuoiis devices have been well 

studied and the? are usuaIIy $ - e n  by the manufacturer. ln the case of the motot-ked 

venetian blinds, tliere has not been a detaiied study combining al1 tlie parameters 

affecring the transmittance of the system- The shaps- the colour, the dimensions and the 

tilt angte of the blinds are the rnost important factors for the determination of the 

transmission and reflection properties of such a sustem- For a cornrnon double-glazed 

window, the solar transmittance is onIy a fûnction of the solar incidence angle i-e. the 

angle behveen the solar rays and a line noma1 to the surface. The venetian blind itself is 

an optically coinplex sliading device, because it is non-hornogeneous. It transmits, 

reflects, absorbs and diffuses dayIirJit in a complicated \va?.- Monte Carlo techniques can 

predict the direct and diffuse reflectance and transminance of such a system for certain 

bIind tilt angles in good approximation (Molina, 3000j. nie  transrnittance is a function of 

die solar altitude and the blind tilt angle; the solar azimuth has no effect on tlie 

transminance since the biind is l~orizontal ( Aleo, 1 994). 

Neve~~heless, in the case of a cornplex window systern with integrated venetian blinds 

behveen the two glazhgs, the transmittance of the system is a funclion of the soiar 

incidence angle, the blind tilt ansle and the sky conditions and the problem becomes 

quite complicated. For this kuid of system, usually the transmittance is found for normal 

incidence and discretely chan& blind tilt angle (Lee, 1998). Ln some other cases, the 

blind tilt ansle is kept constant and the solar incidence angle changes (Tichelen, 2000), 

since the angular behaviour of solar radiation (and dayiigiit) transmittance for dif3erent 



types of windo~vs ~vithotlt sliading devices lias been studied a lot. The blinds reflect direct 

daylight towards the ceiling and tliis can be utilized using a ceiling reflector (Ticlielen, 

2000). 

Generally, the mororized venetian blind is a rnultipurpose device: when the Sun is 

present, it blocks tlie direct sunlight protectin_e the occupants h m  @are and reducing the 

cooling load in tlis s t i m s r  (Rlièaulr, Carle & BiIgen, 1987, Lee & Selkowitz, 1995): at 

the same tirne, it reflects tlie sunlight and sky light and transmits die reflected light from 

the ground towards the ceiling, improvinp the illumi-nance distribution at the deeper parts 

of a room. When tliere is only diffuse radiation, it can be adjiisted to aliow the masimum 

possible amount of daylight in t h e  space and masimize the \liew field to the oiitside 

(Athienitis & TzempeIikos, 2001). During tlie winter, it can be completely closed at 

n i g k  minimizing conduction Iieat losses througb the uindoiv. Also, it can provide the 

occupants with the desired degree of pnt .ac~ at an? time. Moreover, it can be even used 

to sen* multiple buildings (wlzen on a south façade): wIuIe it provides aii the above to an 

interior space, it reflects a great amount of sunlight (especially if it is hi&ly reflective) 

wIiicii can be used to illuminate the north facades of neighbouring buildings (Pucar, 

2000), just like south-oriented facades reflect daylight ont0 opposite facades under sumy 

conditions (Tsanpassoulis, 1999). 

2.7 The concent o f  dvnamic control for enerm savings from daviicrhtino, 

Developments in building envelope teclinologïes with variable physical properties 

have created neiv energ--efficient opportunities to achie\re sipificant savings in building 

energy, peak demand, and cost, witli enhanced occupant satisfaction. Dynamic building 



envelope technoIogies include actively controlled venetian blinds and 0 t h  rnotorized 

sliading devices or advanced glazings, aimow windows and intepated photovoltaic 

systems. Coupled witli electric ligliting control systems- dynarnic envelope and lighting 

systems can be actively controlled on a small tirne step to reduce the largest contiiutors 

to commercial building energy consumption: lightingz and cooling due to Iighting and 

soiar gains, 

Furthemore, wtien cornblned nith overall dpamic control of HVAC systems, it is 

possible to maintain thermal and visual cornfort under continuously varying conditions. 

Tlie conventional HVAC concept of dynamic control. introdticed in the early 1970s with 

rtis disveloprnent of lower cost microcornpi~rers, has maid>- hvo objectives: 

To anticipate upcoming weather or interior Ioad conditions to minirnize enerm* use 

To coordinats the operation of the HVAC cornponents according ro continuously 

varying conditions to maintain human comfort 

For the fust objective, the predictive control strate= is oRen designed to esploit the 

thermal mass of the building as a source of Free cooiü~g to dampen and sliorten the 

building energy and peak demand requirements. Working with the previous day's 

temperature data, the optimal start-up tirne, setpoints and ramping rate to precool the 

thermal mass of the building. for example, c m  be determined thou& simulation and 

iised onIine durhg the operation of the building. 

The objectives of predictive control of dynarnic enve!ope and lighting systems are 

different. Instead of using the thermal mass of the building to reduce peak loads, the 

operation of the dynamic enk~elope system can be coordinated witli the dayligl~ting 

control system to reduce envelope and light heat gains and to reduce the eiectrïc lighting 



power consumption on a short-term basis. The design and evaluation of predictive controi 

algonthms is complicated by several factors: evaluating - these algorithms using hourly 

building energy simulation programs is quite difficult; ~ a r i o u s  t h e  delays (building 

thermal capacitance, air transport tirough the HVAC systern, sensors response) can affect 

the accuracy of building energy control and must be talken into account. Also, most 

building energy simulation models installed with the energy management control system 

are typically based on stead-state conditions. Discontin~iities may lead to inaccurate 

control and unrealised energy savings. 

Lee and Sekowitz (1995) compared the energy perrfomance of simpler control 

strategies based on instantaneous, rneasured data wi t3  the performance of two 

hypothetical dparnic envdope and lighting systems (an elZectrochromic window and an 

automated venetian blind) in order to determine the incremental benefit of using more 

complex predictive control algorithms. The energy pedormance of simple control 

strategies is related to the solar-opticd properties of the d p a m i c  envelope and lighting 

systern, the window dimensions and the window orientation. Energy and peak demand 

savings are highly dependent on the conîrol strategy OF the dynamic envelope and 

lighting system. Different control strategies are employed a n d  the resulted reductions in 

electricity consumption are discussed. In the case of the  automated venetian blind, 

integrated in a south-facing window, predictive control dgorithms seem to resdt in 

greater energy savings than simple algorithms. However, this is not tnxe for the case of 

the narrow-bznd electrochromic window and for north-facing windows. 

Another study of thermal and daylighting performance o f  an automated venetian blind 

and lightuig system in a full-scale office (Lee, DiBartolomeo and Selkowia, 1998) 



sliowed diat tliere could be significant enerF savïngs due to electrïc Iighting and 

reduction in the cooling load. In tliis study, the autornated venetian blind system was 

cornpared witli a static venetian blind with tlie sarne dim~nable electrïc Iighting system. In 

a11 cases, the dynamic venetian blkd performed much better than the static blind in the 

reduction of the cooling load. U11en there are no daylighting controls (static blind), the 

rnergF sakinps Sue to electncal lighting and cooling load reduction are aiso satisfving 

(22Y0-86% and 23Yo-33% respectn.ely ). 

In the above studies, the direct sunliglit is bIocked at al1 times tliroughout the day, to 

prevent discornfort and gIare. The occupants- response to such a system has been alsa 

studied (Vins. 199s). This survey included investigation of the occupants- estimation for 

the qria!ity of work environment in an ofTice buildinz witii a venetian blind. which could 

operare in diree modes: full>- aiitotnatic. auto/user control and manual. Although most of 

the esaiiiined occupants felt the overall lightitip to be cornfortabte witli the autoinatic 

mode, a bigger percentage felt that tiie conditions are more comfortable with the manual 

mode. However, in this case, more of the dissatisfied people complained about @are and 

high contrast. It is known tliat visual cornfor& and thermal comfort require subjective 

evaluation. Each person has a different attitude against different patterns of illumination; 

some of the occupants felt comfortable only when they had the complete control of the 

luminous environment, even when the illuminance levels were higher than 7001s on the 

work plane. Some others felt uncornfortable due to the movement of the blinds or the 

noise of the motor, especialIy under unstable dayLiCting conditions (partly cloudy days). 

n i e  study suggests tliat a good approach would be the autohser control mode, wliere the 

occupant can manually control tlie system ~vhenever Iie feels uncornfortable; 



nevertheless, in the case when a large number of occupants work in the same 

environment, this can lead to disagreements. 

Other studies (Scheatzle, 1990) allege that human conîrol of motorized shading devices 

is not reliable and causes a constant dismption to the occupants; a microprocessor shdl 

automatically operate the blinds as an occupant would if he/she were to constantly 

monitor interior and extenor conditions. But in this way, psychological and physiologicd 

factors affecting human comf3rt are ignored. 

Ln al1 of the above studies of windows with motorized venetian blinds, none haç 

developed a general formula for calculating the visible transmittance and solar radiation 

transmittance, independently of location, orientation of the window and local time. 

Therefore, the need for creating such equations for an advanced window system with 

motorized venetian blinds is obvious: when the transrnittance is known, the iIIuminance 

on a space with such a window may be calculated, and the control of the shading device 

and electric lighting system becornes easier; in the case when the building has many 

floors, a few outside sensors (even one on each façade) are enough for the accurate 

measurement of the exterior solar radiation incident on the whole building- 

The transrnittance of the window and the shading device is discussed in the following 

chapter. Using these equations, a simulation of an office space with this type of window 

can be performed (chapter 4), to estîmate the daylighting efficiency of this system and 

estimate the possible energy savings due to elecûic lighting. 



ESPERI 3lEYT.4L \IE-4SL-REMESTS ASD RESL'LTS 

3.1 The esperi men tcii test rooin 

The rperiinental ineasiirements took place in an ourdoor test-rootn placed on rlie roof of rlie 

Concordia University BE building in Montreal ( latitude U O N ,  longitude 73" W). n i e  dimensions 

of the test-rooin are 3mxZ.jmx2.5rn and tlie window system is integrated on the fzçade facing 10 

degxes east of soutli (F ig  3.1 ). .4 Iiigli-rise bui1dir.g of Concordia University is h i d k  a portion - 
of thc slq- ta thc West. Xowcver. it does not cause dircct solar shadinz to the windon- dunnr  thc 

suminer (rvlien die suri is hi!$). During tlie TaII srason- it sliadrs tlie windou Tor soiar aiiylrs UT 

incidence only bctw-een 10 and 15 dcgrees. In ail the otlier directioiis. tlie aindow is relatively 

free from obstructions. Tlie pound reflectance is approsimarely 20% [no snow present). 

3.2 Descriation of the window svstem 

Tl-ie window system was provided by Unicel -division of Arcon- and the manufacturer's trade 

narne is identified as "Vision Control window". It is a double-glazed window nlth a low- 

ernissivity coating and liighly reflective horizontal louvers integrated between the hÿo panes 

(Fig. 32j. The window dimensions are 1 .O8mx 1-08 (window area: 1 .166m2). A prirnary seal 

made of polyisob~itytene is used for its high resistance against ultraviolet rays and it is combined 

to a secondary seal made of polysuifide. A highly effective dryhg agent provides moisture-fiee 

air space behveen gIass panes, wliicli are 6mn hicl;. The 50.8rnm dehydrated air space reduces 

noise considerably. nie lotivers are made of esmded aluminium, hollow-chambered profile with 



Fig. 3.1. An outside view of the test room. This is the façade facing 10 degrees east of tme scuth 

with the Vision Control window. 



overlap. They are 35- wide and 6mrn thickat the centre. They are secured at both ends with 

mouided pivots and they operate without cords or strings. It is designed to provide maximum 

Bgidity and strength and maintain the parailel alignment of the blinds. The nnish of the Iouvers 

and spacers is baked-enamelfed DURACRON colour glossy white K-1285- Their operation can 

be motor-operated or optionally manual. They c m  rotate a fiù1 and continuous cycle (180') in 

both directions by a motor (Fig. 3.3). Panels are rnechanically ganged to enabie one motor to 

operate multiple panels. Mechanical ganging is synchronous so that rotational orientation of 

louvers remains identical at al1 times. The motor operates at 10V DC and can rotate the biinds at 

the desired position when the appropriate signal is sent fkom a computer. 

Fig. 3.2. Cross-section of the Vision Control window. 



Fig. 3.3. Motorized mechanism of the Vision Control window. 



3.3 Sensors and measurements 

Several solar radiation and daylight sensors were used to measure solar radiation (w/m2) and 

itc visible portion (lx). respectively. -411 sensors were calibrated using an Eppley standard 

pyranometer and [us rneter. Two sensors were rnounted vertically on the \vaIl just beside the 

outside surface window to insasure the soIar radiation and daylight incident on the window at al1 

rimes and \\-eatlier coridirions ( Fig. 5 .  1 j- 

Yhere is no standard procedure for measunng the nansmittance of such non-homo, ~eneous 

shading devices. Some metliodologïes seem to rive accurate resuIts (Aleo, Sciuto, Viadana, 

1993). In triis study hvo sensors (one for solar radiation and one for dayli_rlit) were mounted 

\-enicall? at ttie centre of the insidc surface nf ttie \s-indo~s.. A dstailed sttid'. of the illuminance 

~iniformity cver the wlicie window area shcwed that. escept for the parts near tlie sides of ?lie 

\viirdou- -u+hcrc we havc side optical cffccts- tlic daylight uniformih ratio (rnasimudminitnum 

value) ufas Iess tlian 1 1 OO.bS taking its riiaxiniur~i value at the centre of the wudow a m i  (set Fig. 

3.4). Anotiier variation in the measured naiismined da>-light is due to the relative position of the 

blinds and the sensor, whicli depends on the dimensions and also the shape of the sensor and the 

blinds. E the sensor is too smaII, its readings wiI1 contain significant error, because rnucli of the 

transmitted daylight will be transrnitted without being rneasured. If the sensor is too big, it hides 

a portion of the window to the interior space and this may reduce the illtiminance level in tlie 

roorn. Measurernents showed that for the seIected sensors (circular. 0.04rn diameter) this 

variation is negligible (tlie illurninance is ahost  constant with the distance behveen two 

si~ccessive liorizontal blinds). 

Another movable daylièlit srnsor was installed in the roorn at a height 0.8m fiom tiie floor, to 

measure the illurninance level at different locations.on tiie work plane, which is àssumed to be 



approximately at tliat lieiglit in office spaces). The solar radiation sensors togetlier witii many 

thennocouples and otlier temperature sensors were installed for thermal control studies, which 

are not inclrided in tliis study. An inside ~ i e w  of the test roorn tGth some of the sensors is show 

in Fig- 3 -5.  

Lower 
part 

1 Window Height 
250 - part 

Fig. 3.4. nluminance distribiition over the windo~i- surface area. 



Fig. 3.5. hside view of the test-room with the sensors, the window, the motor and the data 

acquisition system. 



3.4 Data acquisition svstem 

Data were collected for a period of five months, fiom July 2000 to November 2000. n i e  data 

acquisition system used was DaqView 7.0, with 16 available comection channels on each of the 

3 data acquisition cards. The interface used \vas a specially developed Visud C* acquisition 

and control program interface. This interface was designed to offer the user more options in the 

control of the blinds and other heating systems connected to the data acquisition system (Fig. 

3.6). It displays the readings of al1 the installed sensors. Data were usually sampled every 6 

seconds and averaged every 6 minutes, but this can be changed depending on the desired detail 

for the analysis of the data The blinds rotate and reach the desired position depending on the 

output signal, which is transmiîted to the motor when one of the two direction buttons on the 

interface is pressed and the time interval of the rotation is specified. The measurements were 

detailed and included the collection of data for ail blind tilt angles (O0-180°), for al1 times of the 

day and for different sky conditions, in order to achieve a general and accurate characterization 

of the transmittance properties of the ~ i r idow system, which is descnbed in detail in the 

following section. 

3.5 Transmittance of the window 

The diurnal and seasonal changes in the sun's position and the sky conditions cause a large 

and complex variation in the daylight transmitted through a window system with an integrated 

shading device. Thus a detaiied study of al1 the parameters involved in the transmission process 

and a balance between the accuracy of calculations and numencal complexity is required. 



Fig. 3.6. The data acquisition and control system interface. 



3 5  1 Parameters affectinz the transmittance of the window 

One of the objectives of this project was to examine whether this type of window provides a 

space with adequatr daylight to ensure visual cornfort and at the same time blocks and controls 

direct sunlight on clear days, bu reflecting it torvards the ceiling In order to estimate these and to 

provide a uscful and practical tool for theoretical simulations, a general iransmittance equation 

for the u-indow Iias ro bc attermined. since such an equation is not provided by any- sofware or 

standard. 

nie  transmittance of a comrnon double-glazed tvindow is only a function of the soIar 

incidence angle; 0 (the ande between die solar rays and a lins normal to the surface). The 

venetian blind irself is an optica!ly coinples sliading delice, because it is non-liomogeneous. It 

transrnits. reflccts~ absorbs an6 diffiiscs daylight in a compticated way. The transrnittancc of the 

\eritttian blind itseir (\iitliuut tlir niridow) is a funçtiun uf the solar altitude, u. the blind tilt 

angle, and the skq- conditions. The soIar azimutli lias no ef3ect on the transmittance since the 

blind is horizontal (in the case of vertical fins, the   an sr nit tance is affected by the solar azimut11 

and not the solar altitude). The s l c  conditions is a parameter which affects the transrnittance of 

the blind because ligiit is reflected, scattered and hansrnitted in different ways depending on 

whether light is diffuse or direct. This is illustrated in much detaii in the graphs of the folloulng 

sections. 1x1 the case of sucli an advaiiccd window, tlie situation beconies quite coiiiplicated. For 

this kind of sysrems, usually tiie transmittance is found for normal incidence and discretely 

changing blind tilt angle. 

T a h g  into account die above, it is obvious thar there is a need to produce general and 

acciuate transmittance equations for such a window systern with venetian blinds integrated 

b e ~ e e n  the two panes. The transinittance will be a multivariate fiinction of tIvee variables: the 



solar angle of incidence, 8, the bIind tilt angle, p, and the sky conditions. The next sections 

describe the metliodology followed to extract these equations for such a complex wi-ndow 

system- 

3-52 The skis- conditions 

n i e  s kl.  conditions can never be completely stable: they are continuously cliangïng wirli ti~ne. 

On overcast days, there is quite a large variabiiity in the sky conditions. The clouds are 

constantly moving, especially if there are strong winds in the upper atmospliere. P-lso, depending 

on the tliermodynarnic conditions of the troposphere, their size, shape, colour, density and 

content can change significantf>.- Tliese variations affect greatly the way dayliglit is transmitted 

and scattered tlirough the atrnosphere. On clear days. things are better and tlie only problem that 

may affect the da>-light scattering and transmission thou& the atmospliere is the presence of 

higii relative Iiurnidity, which causes condensation of water vapour on possible dust/polIutant 

parricles, mainly in the cities. Generally, this effect is negligible and wlien the s h ~  is cIear 

(nebdosity index <sO/'O), the conditions are stabIe. When die sky conditions are variable (there 

are clouds and also clear parts in tlie sky), the situation is unpredictabie and different patterns are 

made every minute in the SI+-, resulting to absolutely unstable and changing daylighting 

conditions on the gro~rnd. 

For tliis study the transmittance vahes are estractcd for s L ~  conditions similar to: (i) the C E  

overcast sky and (ii) the CIE cIear sky. Because hvo days (clear or overcast) cannot be perfectly 

identical, rneasurements were taken for a large number of days falling into eacli of these 

categones and then statistical analysis of the coliected data gave average values for tlie 

transmittance on a ty~ical cloudy and a typicd sumy day  



3.53 The blind tilt angle, B 

The blinds c m  rotate in both directions. Startïng fkom the downward position (blinds fully 

closed), the blind tilt angle ,û is measured anticlockwise, as shown with the arrow in Fig. 3.7. 

When the blinds are at the horizontal position, is equal to 90 degrees. When the blinds block 

the sunlight (Fig. 3.7), ,8 is greater than 90 degrees and finally when the blinds are fully closed at 

the upward position P is equal to 180 degrees. 

The blind tilt angle c m  be changed degree-by-degree for the meanirements using the control 

interface of Fig. 3.6, but in most cases measurements were taken every 15 degrees fiom O0 to 

180". 

Fig. 3.7. The measurernent of the blind tilt angle, ,û. 



3.5.4 The angle of incidence, 0 

The angle of incidence or soIar incidence angle is the angle between the solar rays and a line 

normal to the surface (Fig. 3.8). It is given by: 

9 = cos-' [cos@) cos1 p> - y (1 (3.1) 

where a is the soIar altitude, 4 is the solar azîxnuth and y is the surface azimuth angle. The 

equations that give the above quantities as a fünction of solar time and day number in the year 

are in Appendix A. 

While keeping constant the blind tilt angle, measurements may be performed for different 

angles of incidence. The reasons for selecting as variable the angle of incidence and not the time 

of the day are the following: fnst, the trammittance of the window depends on the relative 

position of the sun to the window surface (indicated by the incidence angle) and not the local 

time; die angle of incidence changes also with day number (except for tirne of the day); second, 

and most important. having the msmictance in a formula containing the incidence angle makes 

it possible to create a general transrnirtance equation, which c m  be ernployed for any time and 

day in the year, any orientation of the window and any location in the world. 

Fig. 3.8. Sotar and surface angles involved in the cdculation of the angle of incidence, 0. 
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3-55 Transmittance granhs and eauations 

n i e  transmittance value for a certain blind tdt angle, angle of incidence and sky conditions is 

calculated by dividing the radiation measured on the inside surface of the window by tliat 

measured with the esterior sensors. Figires 34-3-12 show the visible transmittance (a as a 

function of blind tilt angie (,Y) and solar incidence angle (6, for both overcast and clear days. 

On overcast days, the angle P has a very stro-ng effect on the daylight transrnittance (Fig. 3.9). 

The curve reaches a maximum at about P= 60° for al1 angles of incidence: and it is not 

symmetical about that point. For this blind t i l t  angle, the maximum value is r,=38.2%, for 

8=274 It is obvious that the solar incidence m g i e  has a negligïble effect on r.> compared to ,û, 

sincc the s m  is not present (there is only diffuse dayligiit). This is clearly demonstrated by the 

Iines of Fi-. 3.10, which are alrnost horizontal for al1 blind tilt angles (within t 30/o10/0 error). 

TIius, on overcast days, the maximum arnount of daylight 

angle at al1 tirnes. Tliese c w e s  may be appro.ximated by 

fùnction of ,û). Ushg multivariate fitting, the equation found 

where p is in degrees. 

h the case of clear slq, the situation is quite different. 

incidence angie has a stronger effect in the tramsrnittance, 

is transrnitted for 60 degrees bIind tilt 

an equation independent of 8 (onIy a 

is the folIowing: 

The sun is present in the shy and the 

compared with the overcast shy case 

(Fig. 3 -12). The visible transmittance is liigher for smaller incidence angles, but there is a relative 

minimum around 4.15". For higher incidence angles the transmittance is constant for every 

blind tilt angle witli very good approximation. Of  course, the blind tilt angle plays again the most 

significant roIe in the determination of the transmittance value. The maximum transmittance 

- -- a - 



value occurs for ,û= 7 j  O-,9(1 for al1 incidence angles, but tlie masimirm value is measured for 

P= 78 O and 8= 15 O, and fi is r,=j_iO/,, which is very hi$. It seems that the transrnittance ciwe is 

alrnost syrmnetrïcal about #?-+'O degrees. In order to produce one singie equation that describes 

tlie belia~iour of die transmittance Cumes for ail blind tilt angles and solar incidence angles, 

many multivariate regession techiques were ernployed, but the best fit was found using the 

following fonnula: 

The above equation consists of tsvo terms: the first one describes the effect of blind tilt angle, 

,5, on the daylight transrnittance: it is a normal distniution approximation witli the maximum of 

tlie curve at P-Y0 degrses. as it is shou-n in Fig. 3.1 1. The second tem describes the effect of 6 

on the transrnittance; it is approxiinated by a 4"-degree polynomial, fittïng ve- well with the 

measured data. Nthougli the cuves in Fig. 3-12 are quite different for diffirent blind tilt angles, 

the combination of this polynomial witii the first rem of the equation predicts the transmittance 

values for every ,O and B with Iess than 10% error (errors occur onIy for B .  I409,  which is 

ulevitabIe for such a complex function. 
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Fig. 3.1 0. Daylight transminance as a function of solar incidence angle for different blhd tilt 

angles, overcast day: 
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Fig. 3.1 1. Daylight transmittance as a fimction of blind tilt angle for different incident angles, 

cIear day. 
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Fig. 3.12- Daylight transmitiance as a function of solar incidence angle for different blind tilt 

angles, clear day. 



Comparing tlie above paphs, the effect of the sky conditions on tlie daylight transrnittance is 

obvious: dunng clear days (when diere is plenty of dayliglit), the transrnittance is sipiificantly 

higher (about 20%). This is due to the spectral properties of the ~ruidow. 

The soIar radiation transmittance, r,, was also determined in order to be used for thermal 

studies wliere solar gains have to be considered. In exactly the same way as for the dayliglit 

transrninance. the solar radiation transrninance \vas measured for different biind tilt angles, solar 

incidence angles and for botii clear and overcast days. Tlie equations are about the sarne as for 

the visible transmittance and the only difference is that, for overcast days, the transmitrance is 

also a fünction of the angle of incidence (and not only of the blind tilt angle, as in the daylight 

transminance). The solar radiation transminancc equations for overcasr day and clear day 

respectively are the following: 

and 

A significant difference with the conesponding daylight transrnittance is that the solar 

radiation transrnittance is higlier under an overcast shy than for cIear days (it reaclies 65% for 

overcast day and 48% for clear day) . This is due to the spectral properties of the wïndow and the 

blinds. Althou& the shape of ail curves is simiIar for both cases (solar radiation and visible 

radiation), soIar radiation and visible radiation are transmitted 

window system. The foIlowing fibures show the solar radiation 

clear day respectively . 

in different ways tlirough the 

transmittance for overcast and 
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Fi:. 3.1 7. Soiar radiation transmittance as a function of blind tilt angle for different solar 

incidence angles, overcast da!. 
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Fig. 3 .M Solar radiation transrnittance as a fùnction of angle of incidence for different blind tilt 

angIes, overcast day, 
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Fig  3.15. Solar radiation transmittance as a fûnction of blind tilt angle for different solar 

incidence angles, clear day. 
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Fig. 3.16. Solar radiation transmittance as a function of angle of incidence for different blind tilt 

angles, dear day. 



CHAPTER 3 

SIMULATION OF THE N'INDOM' S1'STEM PERFORMANCE A N D  LIGHT 

DIMMING IS -4 T\'PIC.AL OFFICE SPACE 

1.1 l\lethodolo-- 

A simpIÏfied version of the finite difference method is developed for the numencal 

simulation of an office space with a Vision Control window. The simulation program 

calculates the optimum tilt angle of the blinds, in order to transmit the mavimum possible 

arnount of dayliglit \vithout causing @are and at the same time allow the maximum 

possible view outside- The illuminance distriiution due to daylight is determined on the 

work plane based on detailed radiosity anaIysis, including the computation of al1 

necessary form and configuration factors. Then, the electrical Iight needed to achieve the 

requircrd total illininance Ievel on the w-ork plane is computed and dimming levels are 

establislied for ail the electric lights in the office. Finally, the possible annual energy 

savings from simultaneous control of the btinds and dimming of the electrical Iights are 

calculated (Fig. 4.1 ), 

The program was deveioped in MathCAD 2000 Professional and it is presented in 

APPENDICES A-F. The shading device and electric ligbts dimrning conîrol algorithm 

may be implementsd in an intelligent building automation systern in conjunction with 

simultaneous control of HVAC systems- 



Input geornetry of space Compute exterior illuminance incident 
and reflectances of al1 interior surfaces 

(from models or experirnentai measurements) 

Calculate the fom factors between Detemine the visibie trammittance of the window 
al1 the interio r surfaces as a fmtion of blind tilt angle, 

sokr inciderice angle 
and sky conditions 

Calcuiate the initial - 
luminous exitance of the window 

l 
of al1 room interior surfaces 

after multiple reflections 
in the interior space 

Select representative points 
on the work piane area 

and detemine the configuration factors 
between the points and al1 interior surfaces r - l  

Determine the configuration factors 
between aB the select& points 

and al1 the interior surfaces 

I 
Calculate the horizontal illuminance due to 

daylight on each of the selected points 
A 

I 
1 

4 

Detemine additional iliuminance required 
from electric lights to reach 

total required ifluminance on selected points 

Calculate dirnming levels for al1 electric Iights 

from simukaneous co ntrol of the 
shading device and the dimming 

Fig. 4.1. Flowchart of methodology developed. 



The input parameters to the program are: room dimensions and intenor surfaces 

reflectances, window dimensions, position and orientation, location of the room, local 

time and ground reflectance. Here a Sx5x3m unfunllshed office space is considered (Fig. 

4.2) located in Montreal (44"N, 74OW), with a 2x4m Vision Control window on the 

façade facing 10° east of south, with no obstructions. The ground reflectance is assumed 

equal to 20% (no snow), the floor reflectance 30%, the ceiling reffectance 80% and the 

reflectance of al1 sidewalls 70%. The ande of incidence is first calculated as a function of 

1 and n (APPENDIX A): 

9(n, i) = cos(a(n, 0) cos(qin, t)- @ (4- 4 

where a is the solar altitude, g is the solar azimuth and y is the window surface azÏmuth 

(asumed equal to -10°, east is considered negative). The next step is to calculate the 

iliuminance incident on the window and the daylight transmitted into the room. At this 

point sky conditions must be seIected. 

Vision Convol window 

\ / 

- Sm t-------- 
Luminaires (LI and LJ 

Fig. 4.2. The office space considered for the simulation. 



4.2 C E  overcast skv 

In this case there is only diffuse daylight incident on the window coming h m  the sky 

and the ground and glare is not rnuch of concern. The maximum possible amount of 

daylight is transmitted in the room for P6O0 (Fig. 3.9). In order to allow also a better 

view to the outside, the optimum blind tiit angle selected is: = 75". For this blind 

tilt angle, the visible trammittance is approximately: ~ ~ 3 0 % .  

The daylight coming from the sky is equai to the horizontal illuminance multiplied by 

the view factor between the sky and the window, F,v-5Ly, which is assumed 0.5 (window 

"sees" half of the sky). The daylight reflected fiom the ground is equai to the horizontal 

illuminance multiplied by the ground reflectance @,) and the portion of that which is 

incident on the window is found by multiplying that by the view factor between the 

ground and the window F,,, which is again assumed equal to 0.5 for the same reason. 

The daylight incident on the window will be the sum of these two terrns. The horizontal 

illuminance under a CIE overcast sky at a certain day and time may be expressed as 

(Gillette & Kusuda, 1982): 

~/&~(n. t )  = 1000-(0.3+21-sin(a(n,,Z)) 

Thus the daylight incident on the window on a overcast day (n), at t hne  (t) will be: 

The daylight transmitted in the room is equal to: 



4 3  CIE Clear skv 

The daylight incident on the window on a clear day consists of three te-: direct 

sunlight, diaise light fiom the sky and reflected light fkom the gromd. The horizontal 

illuminance due to the sky rnay be calculated fiom (Kttler, 198 1, Gillette and Pierpoint, 

1982, GilIette, 1983): 

E ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ .  l ) = 800 i- l 5500 ( ~ ( n ,  t))lfE cd* 5) 

The solar horizontal illuminance is found fiorn: 

EhmnP& r )  = Eo f(n) e -c mh. f) -sin(a(n, r)) (4.6), where: 

Eo = 1275001x is the average solar illuminance on a surface perpendicular to the 

sun's rays just ouiside the earth's atmosphere, 

60- n  
- 1+0-0033co3~-) is a correction factor to account for the eiiiptical f(n) - 365 

shape of earth's orbit around the Sun, 

c is the optical atrnospheric extinction coefficient ( ssumed equal to 0.21 for a 

clear day), 

I 
m(nlo= s in(a(n , l j )  is the relative optical air m a s .  

The total horizontal illuminance under a CIE clear sky will then be: 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( n .  t) = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( n ,  0 + Eh&, I) 

The reflected daylight fiom the ground and incident on the window is: 

Ewgr(ni t) = FWWgr pg- ~ p ( n ,  ,t) 

The daylight incident on the window fiom the sky is: 

E,,b(n. I) = ~ , ~ ~ ~ . & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( n ~  



Thus the total amount of daylight incident on the window on a clear day will be: 

~1.'" (n. 0 = E,,(n, .t) + Ews~y(k l) + &v,,(n. t )  (4. I l )  

ui order to determine the daylight transmitted into the room, the optimum blind tilt 

angle for a clear day m u t  be cdculated. In the case of clear slcy, it is necessary to prevent 

direct sunlight fiom corning into the room to avoid glare and high contrast. Thus the blind 

tilt angle must be adjusted depending on the position of the Sun. Since the blinds are 

horizontal, the solar azimuth has no effect on the daylight transmitted through the blinds 

and solar altitude is only of interest. Fig. 4.3 shows two successive blinds between the 

g l a s  panes at a horizontal position P 9 O 0 )  and at a random position at an angle P. The 

distance between the blinds and the width of each blind are both equd to r. Since P is 

measured starting fiom the downward position as shown in Fig. 3.7, the angle between 

the position of the blind and the horizontal will be ,&go0. For a random position of the 

blinds, a direct sunbeam can enter the room (without reflection on the blinds) only for 

soIar altitudes between O0 and d, as shown in Fig. 4.3. In other words, for a certain solar 

altitude (time), the minimum blind tilt angle that must be selected in order to prevent 

direct sunlight from corning into the room is the angle P shown in Fig. 4.3. The reasons 

for choosing the minimum blind tilt angle are two: first, to allow more daylight into the 

room (the transmittance values are greater for blind angles closer to horizontal, Fig. 3.15) 

and second, to allow better view to the outside. It remains to calculate /? as a function of 

solar altitude (time) &om the geometry of Fig. 4.3 and determine the optimum blind tilt 

angle on ciear days as a b c t i o n  of sols  time and day number. 



It is obvious that, because the width of the blinds is equai to the distance between them, 

for solar altitude angles greater than 45" no direct sunlight is transmitted tlilough the 

blinds when they are in a horizontal position. Thus, during the hours that &4S0, the 

blinds wiI1 be set at ,8=90° to maximize the view field to the outside. For al1 the other 

cases the caiculations must be performed; consider the triangle ABC (Fig. 4.4). 

/ 
Interior glazing 

Fig. 4.3. Cross-section of the window system for determination of the optimum blind tilt 

angle on clear days to avoid glare. 



Fig. 4.4. The triangle ABC of Fig. 4.3. 

From Fig. 4.4 we obtain: 

Solving this equation for P (APPENDIX E), it is: 

Thus, the optimum blind tilt angle is selected by the following command: 

clear else& (n,t)=180°-2-a(n,t) 

Since the biind tilt angle and the solar incidence angIe are o d y  a f ic t ion of n and t, 

the transmittance of Eq. (3.3) may be expressed as a fûnction of n and t .  The dayIight 

transrnitted into the room on a clear day at any time and day is finaily given by: 

4.4 Luminous exitances and illuminance on the work plane 

The main assumption made at this point is that the window intenor d a c e  is 

considered a diffise luminous source ernitting dayIight equally towards al1 directions in 

the room. Although this is true for blind tilt angles near 90" (horizontal), it contains an 



error for b h d  tilt angles greater than 130° because for such angles the blinds act like 

small light shelves, illuminating m a d y  the ceiling and improving the illuminance 

distribution at the deepest parts of the room. However, the blinds are highly reflective on 

both sides and thus a signif~cant amount of the trcinsmitted dayIight is reflected towards 

the work plane, the floor and the sidewalls; moreover, this shows that the real situation is 

better than the results found here and this makes the window system more efficient. 

The room is frrst modelled by 7 surfaces: the window, the wall containhg the window, 

the floor, the ceiling, the back wall and the two sidewalls. Each sux5ace is represented by 

an index ( i )  respectively (i=1..7). Only the window surface has an initial luminous 

exitance. The lumulous exitance of the window (the total luminous flux density leawig 

the window) is equal to E,,,,(n,t) for the overcast case and Ek(n.t) for the clear case 

(the daylight that is transmitted into the room for each case). The main assumption is that 

the window has a unifonn luminance dl over its surface; however, from the results 

presented in paragraph 3.3, this much is me; moreover, the window is anyway assumed a 

uniform diaise lurninous source, as well as the other interior surfaces are. 

In the following calculations, it is convenient to work with rnatnces. 

The h a 1  luminous exitances of al1 interior surfaces afrer multiple reflections in the room 

must be next calculated. Filst, the fomi factors between dl interior surfaces are found. 

The form factor Flz between two surfaces Al and A2 is the ratio of average illuminance on 

AI produced by the flw received directly fkom Ai due to the luminous exitance of Al- 

For two rectangular parallel surfaces with dimensions Z and w at a distance h (Fig. 4.5), 

the f o m  factor is given by: 



where s=w/h and z=l/h. 

Fig. 4.5. Two opposite rectangdar surfaces (w, I )  at distance h. 

For two rectangles at angle of 90" and havCng one common edge (Fig. 4.6), the form 

factor is given by: 

where: s=wh', F M .  

c 
Fig. 4.6. Two perpendicular rectangular surfaces with one common edge. 



n ie  form factors between aii other slufaces are found by discretizing each surface in 

srnaller surfaces and using the follotving equations (APPENDIX B, Athienitis, 1997): 

CF, = I  fene rgy conserve t ion) 
J 

-5, A , ,  (reciproc[p) 

Using fom factors, the final luminous exitance of each interior surface (Mi) may be 

calculated by: 

Mi = Moi - pi-mjFj, (4.1 7). or 

M ,  = LW, - p, -dW, -Fq (4.18) 

where p is the surface reflectance vector. This system can be writîen in matrix form as 

follows: 

Mo = (7-T) fif (4.1 9) 

where M, is the initiai luminous exitance matix, I is the 7x7 identity matrix and 7' is a 

rnatrix whose elements are equal to: 

zj- = fi-F,y (4.20) 

The ma& containing the *al luminous exitances of the interior surfaces as a function 

of solar time and day number is calculated ftom: 

M(n.0 = (7-TJ' -M,(n.Z) (4.21) 

The next step is to select representative points on the work plane (ifnot calculate for the 

whale work plane surface grid) and calculate the illuminance on them. Four points are 



selected (A, B, C and D) at the work plane height (0.8m from the floor), 2.5m from both 

the lefi and right wall and at distances fiom the window given by: 

A: 0.94rn, B: 1.88m, C: 2.82m, D: 3.76m (Fig. 4.2). 

in order to detennine the iIIuminance at the selected points, the configuration factors 

between each of the points and ail intenor d a c e s  of the room m u s  be caIculated. The 

configuration factor c s , ~  is defmed as the ratio of the illurninance at a differential area (or 

point A) produced by the flwc received directly fiom a surface (SI) due to the luminous 

exitance of SI. The configuration factor between a point (a) and a rectangular surface 

with dimensions a and b at a distance c fiom the point is given by (Murdoch, 1985): 

if the surface is perpendicuiar to the LU, and by: 

if the surface is parallel to dA, where x=dc and y=b/c. Using the above equations, the 

configuration factors CA[, CBi, CCi and Coi between points A, B, C, D and al1 the intenor 

surfaces of the room are found (APPENDIX C). 

Finally, the horizontal illuminance on each of the four selected points is computed as a 

function of solar t h e  and day number: 

EA.B.c.D(~J~) = 0 c~i,~i,~i,~i (4.24' 

This equation gives the illuminance profile of the room at the work plane height for al1 

the working hours of the year and provides the necessary results to determine the daylight 

quantity and uniformity in the office and to estimate the possible energy savings. In order 



to reduce the computation time, which is for 7@r)x365(days) and simplq the 

calculations, the following approach was considered: because the angle of incidence (9 

changes 3-4 degrees within 15 days, the 15' day of each rnonth is selected and the 

caiculations are done for al1 the times of these average days. We assume that the 

movement of the Sun in al1 the other days of each month is identicd (4 degrees emor in 

the angle of incidence resutt in 5-10ix error on the final work plane iIlumhance, which is 

negligible) and thus we perform the calculations for oniy 12 days of the year. Each of the 

12 days is representative of the respective month with very good accuracy. In this way, 

eventuall y there are four matrices for 7(hr)x 1 2(months), containing the illuminance on 

each of the four selected points throughout the year. 

Representative simulation resu1ts are shown in the following figures. 

O O. 5 7 7.5 2 25 3 3.5 4 

Distance from windoqm) 

-x- Overcasf day + Clear day 

Fig. 4.7. Illuminance distribution on the work plane, on a typical overcast and clear day 

in Jamary at 9am. 
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Solar time (hr) 
+Point A 4 Point B -t- Point C -X- Point D 

Fig. 4.8. Horizontal illuminance on the selected points during the working hours of a 

cIear day in January. 

700 

Solar time (hr) - Point A + Point B -6- Point C * Point D 

Fig. 4.9. Horizontal illuminance on the selected points during the working hours of an 

overcast day in January. 



4.5 Verification of the accuracv of the method 

Since there are no building simulation programs or other software available to predict 

the illuminance in a room with a wind& with integnted motorized blinds, a cornparison 

with experimental measurements is necessary and preferable. The experimental 

measurements were perfonned with a movable lm meter at dierent positions in the test 

room (respective to points A and B in the above simulation) and for different and solar 

incident angles (and. automatically, for different blind tilt angles). The reflectances of the 

test room intenor surfaces are the following: wall reflectance: 65%, ceiling reflectance: 

80% and floor reflectance: 20%. The dimensions of the test room are smaller than those 

of the simulated office, so the programs for the calculation of form factors and 

configuration factors had to be modified. Based on measured exterior illuminances of 

5800 lx (overcast) and 47000 lx (clear), the results of the measurements showed that: on 

overcast days, the simulation results overestirnate the illuminance on the work plane 

about 10%-Il%, while on clear days, the simulation results overestimate the measured 

illuminance values about 1%- 13%. The dBerence is not significant for design purposes 

and a portion of it may be due to wrong estimation of the test room intenor reflectances. 

Of course, the assumption that the window is a Larnbertian source results in the largest 

portion of the difference in the illuminances. The bIinds re£lect a lot of daylight towards 

the ceiling and thus more daylight is incident on point B than the predicted (and less on 

point A), as shown in Fig. 4.1 1. 

The difference between the illuminance values predicted by the simulation and the 

illuminance values measured is shown below, for the case of overcast day and the case of 

clear day, respectively. 
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Fig. 4.10. Cornparison of predicted and measured values of illuminance for overcast day. 
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Fig. 4.1 1. Cornparison of predicted and measured values of illuminance for clear day. 



4.6 Enerov savings from simultaneous control of the biinds and dimmino of electric 

Iip h ts 

The blinds are automaticaIly operated and, based on the results of Eq. (424), the 

electric lights are automatically dimrned in order to improve the illuminance distribution 

in the office, provide the necessary illumination, if an-, in order to reach a pre-selected 

setpoint -5001~- and at the sarne rime Save eIectn'cai enerm- 

The luminaires selected for tliis sirnuiahon were chosen From a wide variety listed in 

the Lumen Micro 7-0 s o h a r e .  Each luminaire consists of four 196W rapid start 

fluorescent lamps wïth 3850 initial lumens per lamp. Using the coefficients of utilization 

rnethod (and checked with Lumen Micro sohare) ,  the required number of luminaires is 

hvo. in order to Iia\-e 500 1s on the \vorking plane (target ilIuminance). n i e  selected 

position of the two Iuminaries is the foi.lou.ing: the first (LI) is above point B (1.88rn 

from the wuidow) and tlie second (LI) is above point D (3.76m fio~n the window). Tlien, 

using the candela distribution tables provided by the manufacturer, the illuminance on 

eacli of the four points on tlie work plane is caiculated when each luminaire is 100% on. 

It is assurned that the dimming is not continuous (which is more expensive), but it can be 

done in four possible levels: 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the output of the lamps. 

Knowing the ilIuminance on the four points throughout a year only with naîural daylight, 

the illuminance required to reach 5001x on all points cm be found. 

Based on these resuIts, the dimmïng level for L2, dim- is detennined (which is deeper 

in the room): 



ifEDQ7.fj JOOk [hm ciinp=O"/$ 

el.w ch~erniit7e rhc rbninzing Iewl ul'L2 0%. 50%. 75% /(IO%) dcpeilrlr,~g on ~ h e  Lr 

requircd ro complere 5OO/x nn poinr D. 

Knowing the dimming level of L2, tlie new increased illuminance values on each of the 

four points is found. If there are still working hours in the year for which the illuminance 

on points A, B or  C is Iow-er tlian 5001s, LI is dimmed, too (based on the illuminance on 

point B: 

flEB(l1,lj .500/x t k n  dirn =O% 

dse dc~cminc rh e d i n m  h g  ievel of L (23%. 50%. 75%. 100%) depenciing on rhe L .  

IEC'CIL'LI rn C O I I I P / ~ ~ '  j00Lr on PQNU B. 

In tkis way, the illuminance on B is always more tlian 500Lu- Point C is between the 

t\vo luminaries and. ui th  LI  dimmed- it receives ah-ays more than 5001s, too. Tlie same 

happens for point A, escept for an liour (4pm-5prn) in the evening. The dimming level is 

calculated for al1 times and days in tlie year in mamïx form (sarne as the illuminance 

mahx). n e s e  calculations are done for both clear days (Appendix F) and overcast days 

(Appendix D). Some results are shown in the foiiowing figures. 

On overcast days, this dirnming stratew improves significantly the illuminance 

distribution in the office and ensures that there are dways more than 5001s on each of the 

four points (Fig. 4.12, Fig. 4.13). On clear days, where there is not enough daylight afier 

3pm, the problem is eliminated and the illuminance distribution is also improved (Fig. 

4-14, Fig. 4.15). Lights remain off fiom 930am to 2pm. December is seIected for these 

samples, since the lowest ilIuminance values occur in December and January. 
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Fig. 4.12. Horizontal illuminance on point B (1.88m nom the window) on a typical 

overcast day in December, with natural daylight only and uith d b e d  electric lights. 
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Fig. 4.13. Illuminance on the work plane at 9am on an overcast day in December. 
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Fig. 4. II. Horizontal illuminance on poinr B on a  pica al clear day in December. 
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Fig. 4.15. illuminance on the work plane at 9am on a typica.1 clear day in December. 



The results fiom die calculations of the dimming levels tiiroughout the year are tlie 

follotsuig: on cisar days- Li  and LI are not 100?6 on escept for one hour (4pm-5pm), 

where Li is dimmed at 75O4 and LT (which is deeper in the room) is 100% on (Fig.4-16). 

This happens for a11 the months of the year except for December, where the lights are 

dimmed dwing al1 the working hours of the day. On overcast days, Lr is dimmed during 

al1 the working Iioiirs in the w-inter and only fiom 4pm to 5pm during the other months, 

but L2 needs to be dünmed during al1 montlis, as siiown in Fig. 4.16. Lr is responsible for 

most of the electricity consumption on overcast days. In the surnmer it is kept off 

behveen lOam and 2pm, while in the other seasons it needs to be dimmed al1 the time 

between 9am and 5pm. 

-. . Winter - - a- - Surnmer -Spnng/Fall 

Fig. 4.16. Dunming levels of luminaire Lr (3.76m frorn the window) during al1 seasons of 

the year on overcast days. 



Generally, the simulation of simultaneous control of the blinds and dimmnig of the 

lights sliowed tliat: 

= On overcast days, Li is kept off during the 65% of the working hours and L2 is kept 

off during the 19.4% of the worküig hours of the year. 

On clear days, LI  is kept off during the 73.1% of the working hours and L2 is kept 

off diring tlie 70.3010 of the working hours of die year, 

On overcasr days, Li is never set at 100% output and Lr is 100% on only for 9.2% 

of its operating hours in a year 

On clear days, Li is never set at 100% output and L2 is 100% on only during the 

68.7% of its operating hours in a year. 

Furthermore, cornparïng widi an office space where neither dimming of the li@its nor 

odoff  operation is available (liglits are on at l@OO& output during al1 tlie working hours of 

the year), the energy savings due to electrical lighting using the window system and the 

dirnming metliodology presented -with tlie assumed 60W larnps- above reach 76.2% for 

overcast days and 87.2% for clear days, amually. 

The cornparison with a comrnon double-gIazed window with no movable shading 

devices is interestins On overcast days, the common window allows more daylight into 

the space (daylight is not blocked or reflected on the blinds), as expected. However, on 

clear days, a shuttericmtain must be iised to block direct sunlight and as a result electrical 

lights have to be 100% on during al1 the working hours. Thus the ene ra  savings using 

the window system with integrated rnotorized blinds and simultaneously dirnming the 

lights are certainly greater. 



Instead of the motorized louvers, a rnotorized roller biind could also be use& but the 

results would be different in that case. The roIler blind c m  be completely opaque or semi- 

transparent, and it is a homogeneous device. On overcast days, assuming that the roller 

blind is filly open, the energy savings are again better. On clear days though, the rolier 

blind should close at a certain portion depending on the position of the sun. Thus it hides 

a significant ponion of the sky to the interior Wace. As a result, it minimizes the view 

field to the outside and reduces the illuminance values in the room; consequentty, more 

electncal energy is required for Iighting. 

On the other hand, the blind is a discrete device. The horizontal blinds aiiow àaylight 

to be transrnitted in many different ways: it can be reflected by any of the blïnds (in quite 

complicated combinations) coming fiom al1 directions (sky, sun, ground) and transmitted 

easily through the spaces between the blinds. Most of it is reflected towards the ceiling 

and illuminates the deeper parts of the space. The illuminance values are certaüily 

greater; the view to the outside is better (the spaces between the louvers are multi- 

purpose) and the energy savings are greater. Of course, it d l  depends on the type of 

motorized venetian blinds/roller blind used in each case. The rolier blind c m  be semi- 

transparent and allow enough daylight in the room on clear days; then again, the blinds 

can be highly renective and produce a more luminous environment. The shape, the size, 

the material and the finish of such shading devices are important factors. Optimization of 

both systems is necessary and human psychological effects m u t  be also taken into 

account. 



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

A methodolo~ for detailed calculation of room illuminance Ievels and Light dimming 

in an office space widt motorized biinds intepied in an advanced window is presented. 

The transmission characteristics of the window were determined with full-scaie 

experùnental measurements in an outdoor test-roorn. Using the transmittance equations 

developed from the experiments, a simulation of a typical office space with such a 

window was performed, to investigate the daylighting efficiency of the system and to 

esimate the energy savings due to dimnring of electric lighting. The major assumption 

made in the simuIation is that the inside surface of the window acts like a dif ise  

Iuminous source, ernitting diffirse daylight imifody towards al1 directions in the room; 

it \vas shown that this assurnption is justified for design and control. 

The advanced window system studied above has complex optical properties; the blinds 

are highly reflective on both sides and thus daylight is reflected, transmitted and scattered 

in many dBerent directions. Direct solar radiation is aIways blocked by choosing the 

appropriate blind tilt ande to avoid glare and hi& contrat, which can cause discodort 

to the occupants. This is a rational assumption for an office space. However, constraints 

are différent for different types of buildings and intenor spaces. In office spaces, such as 

the one considered in the above simulation, daylight optimization and reduction of he 

cooling load dictate the position of the shading device. In the case of solar homes, . 



maximum solar gains are desirable to rninimize heahng energy consumption. In the latter 

case, the amount of solar radiation present in the space cm be determined usine the solar 

radiation transmittance eqriations- The detaiIed special distribution of the direct solar 

gains rnay be also calcuIated (Athienitis & Sullivan, 1985). 

The size and the orientation of the window are critical factors; this type of window is 

rather suitable for soutii (or near solith) facing facades of offices, as well as for large 

sLqdighrs. 

The charactenshcs of the b h d s  are dso of major importance; the dimensions of the 

blinds, the distance behveen tliem and the finish of the blinds determine the transmittance 

of tliis shading device. 

The results of the simulation showed tliat this window is may provide cornplete 

protection apinst direct soIar radiation and @are during a11 the working hours of the 

year. It allows the maximum possible amount of daylight into the roon whie rnaximizing 

thé ~iewirig field to the outside. The controt of the shading device combmed with 

simultaneous control of dimming of the elecûical lights can increase the daylight level at 

the deeper parts of a room, irnprove the daylight unifomity within a space and ensure a 

good quality visual environment. At die sarne time, it blocks direct sunli_eht during the 

cooling season and the potemial energy savings due to electncity consumption for 

lighting are high (76.2'6 on overcast days and 87.2% on clear days). 

6.2 Recommendations and nossible extensions of current work 

This project is a daylighting study and evaluation of an advanced window. Although. 

the control algorithm presented seems to result. in efficient use of the system; the 



combination of a daylighting study with a building thermal analysis tool is always 

necessary in order to determine the opzimal operation of the shading devices and HVAC 

systern together. A possible study about the U-value of the window system, as a fimction 

of the blind tilt angle would be a useful tool for the thermal evaluation of this advanced 

window. 

In this work, the objective was to automaticdly operate the b h d s  as an occupant 

would if he/she were to constantly monitor the interior and extenor lightïng conditions. In 

the simulation, general equationç were applied to predict the incident daylight on the 

exterior surface of the window. In reality, however, an exterior sensor should detect the 
t 

illuminance level outside to ensure accuracy and quick response; then a microprocessor 

shall decide if the conditions are clear or overcast, based on a pre-built illuminance level 

database for d l  the months in the year. In the case when the conditions are neither clear 

nor overcast (partly cloudy day), the building automation system should determine the 

type of sky conditions at regular times, based on the readings of the extenor sensor. 

Following a control algorithm sirnilar to the one presented, it will detemiine the position 

of the shading device (eliminating glare) and control the rnovement of the blinds on a 

real-tirne basis. At the same time, the eIectrÏcal lights will be dunmed at the optimal level, 

in order to ensure adequate lighting and good visud conditions for the occupants. 

In several cases, the illuminance on the work plane found by the simuiation reaches 

very high levels (it can reach more than 5000 lx in some hours during clear summer 

days). This is not desirable, both because it can lead to glare (although al1 the light is 

diffùse) and visud discomfort, and d s o  because it would increase the cooling load for the 

space. Thus, for such days, the control aigorithm should be modified to allow less 



daylight in the room. Note that the considered office is unfurnished, with highly 

reflective surfaces. Therefore, the interreflected component was overeshated, compared 

to a real situation- 

The analpicd method for calculating the illuIIlinance on several points on the work 

plane bresented in chapter 4) although accurate enough, rnay be modified to allow the 

calculation of illuminance on a large number of points on the work plane (or elsewhere in 

the room), if extremely detailed calcdations are to be achieved (for research purposes). 

The development of a detailed simuiallon software tool that could handle this type of 

shading devices and link their optical and themal characteristics with their daylighting 

and thermal performance in closed spaces would be an extremely usefûl tool for building 

design. 

The solution of the optiization problern of the configuration and control of motorized 

shading devices is a field in which much research needs to be done. Varyuig the physical 

and optical properties of the blinds and performing a sensitivity analysis for optimum 

operation are desirable. Also, the experimental cornparison of this system with other 

advanced motorized shading devices would be necessary in order to evaluate the optimal 

combined daylighting and thermal performance. 

The application of the control algorithm in the operation of the automated venetian 

blind in synchronization with a real dirnmable electric lighting system is desirable; 

experimental measurements with sensitivity analysis reflect the real situation and may 

show different aspects of the problem. 

Finally, using such a building automation system, human control is rninimized; 

however, in some cases this is not desirable; several psychological and physiological 



factors have to be considered: pnvacy, possible noise effects, the reduction of the 

viewing field, unstable daylighting conditions and the continuous movement of the 

shading device can be some of the reasons that may cause discornfort and disruption to 

occupants. In many cases, people may wish to have complete control of the operation of 

shading systems. This may be accommodated by allowing optional manual operation of 

the shading device a d o r  HVAC system components. In this way, the semi-automatic 

sirnultaneous dynarnic combined conbol of building envelope components, elecûic 

Lighting systems and HVAC systems may detexmine the optimal operation of al1 

subsystems în order to achieve minimization of energy consumption while maintainhg 

good human cornfort. 
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APPENDIX A: 

SOLAR GEOMETRY-CALCULATION OF THE SOLAR INCIDENCE ANGLE 
(Mathcad 2000 program) 



This quicksheet calculates the angle of incidence as a function of solar time (t) and day number (m). 

The angle of incidence is the angle between the solar rays and a line normal to the surface. 

Latitude: L := 44-deg Local standard time mendian: S'IU := 75-deg 

Longitude: LNG := 74-deg Window surface azirnuth: y~ := -10-deg 

Day number of year: n Local standard time: t 

Equation of time: 

(STM - LNG)-hr Apparent Solar Time: AST(n , t) := t- hr t E V n )  + 
15-deg 

Solar declination: 
284 c n 1 

6(n) := 23 -45-deg-si 
3 65 de'", 

Hour angle: H(n,t) := (AST(n,t) - 12-h)- f 15- deg'l 
h r I  

Solar altitude: 

> O-deg , asin cos(l)-cos(6(n))-cos(~(n, t)) (+ sin(i)-rin(6(n)) 

Solar azimuth: (sin(a(n, r))- sin(^) - rin(~(n))\ H(n, t) 9 (n , t) := acos\ 
cos(a(n,t))-cos(l) ) -IH(n,01 

Surface sdar azimuth: y(n,t) := $(n, t) - y 

The surface tilt angle of the window is 90 degrees. The angle of incidence, i sz  

.. angle of incidence 



FORM FACTORS CALCULATION 
(Mathcad 2000 program) 



This quicksheet calculates the f o m  factors between al\ interior surfaces of a rectangular 
room with one window. 

Consider an ofYice space (rectangular) with the following dimensions and properties. 

Room dimensions: 

height HT:=3-m 

width WT:=5-m 

lengh LT := 5-m 

window length W W T  := 4-m 

window height LWT := 2-m 

distance from window to floor WUP := 0.8-m (work - planeheight) 

distance from window to ceiling M'CE := HT - \%KT - W W  WCE = 0.3 m 

LT - WW'T 
distance from window to walls W V  := 

7 - 

Total number of intenor surfaces: n := 7 

Surfaces indices: i := 1 ., n j := 1 .. n 



1. Window 
2. Wall containing the window 
3. FIoor 
4. Ceiling 
5 .  Back wall 
6. Right wall 
7. Left wall 

Surface areas: 

Al := WWT-WHT A2:= LT-HT-Al A3:=LT-WT A 4 : = M  A 5 : = L T - r n  

A6 := WT-HT A7 := A6 

CALCULATION OF VlEW FACTORS BETWEEN ALL SURFACES, Fii 

The view factor between two identical, directly opposed rectangles is: 

The view factor between two finite rectangles of the same length, having one common edge, 
and at angle of 90 degrees to each other, is: 



View factor Fij from i to j: 

The other view factors behveen the room surfaces are calculated by appiying the 
following principles: 

1. Reciprocity: A;+ . = 1-J  j J 

2. Symrnetry, e-g. h . 6  = F4.7 



3. Energy consen/ation: CF~, I 
(for any surface i) 

VlEW FACTORS BETWEEN FLOOR AND CEILING: 

VIEW FACTORS BFTWEEN RlGHT WALL AND L E K  WALL 

VIEW FACTORS BETWEEN FLOOR AND BACK WALL AND CEiLlNG AND BACK WALL 

wl h2 
wl := WT h2 := HT comm := LT w := - h := - 

comm comm 

VlEW FACTORS BETWEEN BACK WALL AND RIGHTILEFT WALL 

wl h2 
wl := LT h2 := WT comm := HT w := - h := - 

comm c o r n  



VlEW FACTORS BETWEEN FLOOR AND RIGHTILEFT WALL AND CEILING AND 
RIGHTILEfT WALL 

VlEW FACTORS BETWEEN WINDOW AND FLOOR 

Now we have to separate the floor in 3 parts and the window wall in 5 parts. 

'$ 

Aab := 22.5-111' 
wl 

wl:= WT h2 := 2.8-rn cornm := 4-m w := - h2 h := - 
comm cornm 

wl h2 
W I  := WT := 0.8-m comm := 4-III w := - h := - 

comrn cornrn 

Fbd := FI 2(w, h) Fbd = 0.063 

w l  h2 
w l : =  WT h2 := 0.8-rn comm := 0.5-m w := - h := - 

c o r n  comm 

wI h2 
wl := WT h2 := 2.8-rn comm := 0.5-rn w := - h := - 

cornm cornm 

wl h2 
w l : =  WT h2 := 2.8.m comrn := 4.5-m w := - h := - 

c o r n  comrn 



wl 
wl := WT h2 := 0.8-m comm := 4-5-rn w := - h2 

h := - 
comm comm 

Fb2 := Fb2d - Fbd Fb2 = 0.083 
Ab 

F2b := --Fb2 
A2 

Aab-Fabc2d - Aa-Fac2 - Ab-Fbd 
Fad := 

2-Aa 
Fad = 0.02 

Aa 
Fa2 := Fa2d - Fad Fa2 = 0.052 F2a := --Fa2 F2a = 0.0 16 

A2 

VlEW FACTORS Bt rwEEN WlNDOW AND CEILING 

This view factor would be equal to the one between the window and the floor, if the window 
was placed in the middle of the wall. 

Aab := 22.5-rn 2 

wl 
wl := WT h2:=2.2-m comm:=4-m w:=- 

h2 h := - 
c o r n  comm 

WI 
wl := WT h2 := 0.2.m cornm := 4-m w := - h2 

h := - 
comm comm 

Fbd := F12(w,h) Fbd = 0,018 

wl 
w1 := WT h2 := 0 -2- m comm := 0.5- rn w := - h2 h := - 

comm comrn 

wl 
wl := WT h2 := 23-m comm := 0.5-m w := - h 2  h := - 

comm comm 



Facl c2 := F12(w, h) Fac 1 c2 = 0.046 

wl 
wl :=  W h2 := 2.2-rn comm := 4.5-rn w := - h2 h := - 

comm comm 

Fabc 1 c2d2 := F12(w, h) Fabcl c2d2 = 0.132 

wl h2 w l  := WT h2 := 0.2-m cornrn := 4S.m w := - h := - 
comm cornm 

FbZ = 0-109 
Ab 

Fb3 := Fb2d - Fbd F2b := --Fb2 
A2 

Aab-Fabcl c2d2 - Aa- Fac 1 c2 - Ab- Fb2d 
Fa2d := Fa2d = 0-059 

Fad := 

Fa2 := 

Fi ,j := 

Aab-Fabc2d - Aa-Fac2 - Ab-Fbd 
Fad = 2.86 x  IO-^ 

VlEW FACTORS Bt rwEEN WINDOW AND RIGHTILEFT WALLS 

The view factors between the window and the left wall and between the window and the right 
wall will be equal because of symmetry. 

PART CLOSE TO FLOOR 

wl h2 
wl:= tw h2 := 4.5-rn comm := 2-m w := - h := - 

comm cornrn 

h2 
w I : =  WT N : = O S - m  ~ 0 m m : = 2 - m  w:=- w1 h:=- 

comrn comm 

Fbd := F12(w, h)  Fbd = 0.038 



w l : =  WT h2 := 0.5-m 

Fac2 := F 12(w, h) 

w l :=  WT h2 := 4.5.m 

Fac 1 c2 := F 1 2(w, h) 

wl := W-T h2 := 4.5-m 

fi2 W1 h:=- comm := 0.8.m w := - 
comm c o r n  

WI 
comm := 0.8-rn w := - h2 h := - 

c o r n  comm 

h2 W1 h:=- comm := 2.8-m w := - 
cornm comm 

wl 
wl  := W T  h2 := 0.5-rn comrn := 2.8-m w := - h2 h := - 

comm comm 

Aab-Fabclc2d2 - Aa-Facl c2 - Ab-Fb2d 
Faîd := Fa2d = 0-069 

2-Aa 

Aab-Fabc2d - Aa-Fac:! - Ab-Fbd 
Fad := 

2-Aa 
Fad = 7.997 x  IO-^ 

PART CLOSE TO CElLlNG 

wl 
wl := W T  

h2 
h2 := 4.5-m comm := 2-m w := - h := - 

comm cornm 

wl 
wl:= W T  h2 := 0.5-rn comm := 2-m w := - h2 

h := - 
comrn comm 

Fbd := F12(w, h) Fbd = 0.038 

wl h2 
wl := WT h2 := 0.5-m comm := 0.2-m w := - h := - 

c o r n  c o r n  



WI := WT wl 
h 2  := 4.5-m comm := 0.2-m w := - h2 h := - 

comm comm 

FacIci := F12(w, h) FacI c2 = 0.027 

wl 
wl:= WT h 2  := 4.5-m comm := 22.m w := - h2 

h := - 
comrn comm 

Fabc lc2d2 := FI 2(w, h) Fabclc2d2 = 0.136 

wI 
wI := WT h 2  := 0.5-m comm := 22-m w := - h2 h := - 

c o r n  comm 

Fb2 := Fb2d - Fbd Fb2 = 0.091 
Ab 

F2b:=--Fb2 Mb=0.114 (1) 
A2 

Aab-Fabc 1 c2d2 - Aa-FacIc2 - Ab-Fb2d 
Fa2d := Fa2d = 0.087 

2-Aa 

Aab-Fabc2d - Aa-Fac2 - Ab-Fbd 
Fad := 

2-Aa 
Fad = 0.0 15 

Aa 
Fa2 := Fa2d - Fab Fa2 = 0.072 F2a := --Fa2 F h  = 9.026 x  IO-^ (In) 

A2 

VlEW FACTOR FROM WINDOW TO BACK WALL 

The sum of the  view factors between the window and al1 surfaces must b e  equal to 1. Since 
we know al1 the  o t h e r  view factors, it will be: 

= 0.145 
A l  

and FS, := --FI ,5 F5, 1 = 0.077 
A5 



OTHER VIEW FACTORS 

Now it rernains to calculate the view factors between the wall containing the window and al1 
the other surfaces- We will find these view factors from the energy conservation equation, 
Since the sum of the view factors behveen a surface and al1 the others is equal to 1, it is: 

and we find: 

The view factors in matnx form, are: 

(0.082 0.081 0.269 0.269 0.163 0.136 O 

The sum of each row must be equal to 1 (energy conservation) 



CONFIGURATION FACTORS CALCULATION 
(Mathcad 2000 program) 



This quicksheet calculates the configuration factors between four points on the work plane and ail the interior surfaces 
of the room. 

COORDINATES OF THE POINTS 

Consider 4 points A,B,C,D in the room, at 
the work-plane height, 2.5m from the left 
and nght wail. The coordinates of each 
point are: 

i := 1 .. 7 (surface index) 

CALCULATION OF CONFIGURATION FACTO: RS EENVEEN POINTS A.B.C.D AND ALL INTERIOR SURFACES 

Consider a differential area dA (point) as in the figure 
below. To calculate the configuration factors berneen 
dA and e.g. the window, we separate the window in 
two parts and calculate each configuration factmr 
separately. 

The configuration factor behveen a surface and a point is: 

CONFIGURATION FACTORS BETWEEN WINDOW AND POINTS A,B,C,D 

x :=2  y : = 2  z := 0.94 fA := 2 f(x, y, z)c 
1 f ~ *  = 

x : = 2  y : = 2  z := 1.88 fg := 2-f(x,y,za 
1 f ~ I  = 

x := 2 y := 2 z := 2.82 fc := 2-f(x,y,zb 
1 fc, = 0.06 

x:=2  y:=2 
f ~ l  = 

98 



CONFlGURATlON FACTORS BElWEEN A.B,C,D AND CEILlNG 

Now dA is parailel to the surface, so we will use the equation: 



CONFIGURATION FACTORS BETWEEN A. B,C,D AND CElLlNG 

Now dA is parallel to the surface, so we wilI use the  equation: 



Since dA does not see the floor (we are interested in horizontal illuminance corning from upwards), it is : 

It remains to calculate the configuration factors between the wall containing the window and A,B,C,D. 
These will be again calculated from the energy conservation equation: 

fc. = 



ILLUMINANCE LEVEL AND LIGHT DIMIKING FACTORS. CALCULATIONS 
ON OVERCAST DAYS (Mathcad 2000 program) 



This auicksheet calculates the illuminance on each of the four points AB.C and D as a function of solat time and dav 
number on overcast davs. 

DAYLIGHT INCIDENT O N  WINDOW 

The horizontal illurninance under a CIE overcast sky may be calculated from the formula: 

~ ~ ( n  .t) := 1000-(0.3 + 21 -sin(a(n. t)))-lx 

The illuminance incident on the window from the sky (since there is only diffuse light), will be equal to the horizontal 
illurninance multiplied by the view factor between the window and the sky, which is assumed 0.5 (window sees half 
of the sky): 

There is also incident daylight on the window coming from the ground. This is equal to the horizontal illuminance (on 
the ground) multiplied by the ground reflectance and the view factor between the window and the ground (which is afso 
assumed 0-5) : 

pgr := 0.2 ., ground refiectance 

The total illurninance incident on the window is equal to the sum of these two cornpartments: 

DAYLIGHT TRANSM1TTED THROUGH THE WlNDOW 

The daylight transmittance under overcast conditions, is only a function of blinds tilt angle$ (the effect of angle of 
incidence is negkgible in this case): 

p := 1,2.. 180 ... blind tilt angle 

.,.daylight transmittance for overcast sky 



Daylight transmittance 
0.4 [ 1 1 I 1 I I 1 1 

The maximum amount of 
daylight is Lransrnitted for blind 
tilt angles near 65 degrees. In 

order to combine with maximum 
view outside, we will set the 

blinds at 75 degrees tilt angle, 

Et(n, t) := EJn, t ) -~(75) ... Daylight transmitted through the window for 75 degrees blinds tilt angle 

LUMINOUS EXITANCE OF ALL INTERIOR SURFACES 

Now the office space is consdered as an enclosure with only one Iuminous source (the window) which emits diffuse 
Iight uniformily towards al1 directions (surfaces). The final luminous exitance of each surface will now be calculated 
after multiple reflections on every room interior surfaces. First. we represent the initial luminous exitances of the 
room interior surfaces in rnatrix form: 

Matrix of initial luminous exitances: 

Surfaces reflectance matrix: View factors matrix: 

f 0  O 0.24 0309 0.145 0.153 0.153 Wicdow 

"Wall containing window" 

FIoor 

Ceiling 

"Back wall" 

"Right wall" 

F =  

"Lefi waW I 

O O 0.269 0 2  0.111 0.21 0.21 

0.077 0.086 O 0354 0.161 0.161 0.161 

0.099 0.064 0.354 O 0.161 0.161 0.161 

0.077 0.059 0.269 0.269 O 0.163 0.163 

0.082 0.081 0.269 0.269 0.163 O 0.136 



The final illuminance of each interior surface after multipie reflections, can b e  calculated from the formula: 

n 

i = 1 

Solving for the  initial illuminances. it is: 

n 

Mo- = M i - P i * C  Mj.Fi,j or, analytical l~ 
1 

i = 1 

This system can be written in matrïx f o m :  

Mo = (1 - TT)-M 

where I is the 7x7 identity matrix and TT is a matrix each elernent of which is equal to: 

Once matrix TT is calculated, the final lurninous exitance of each surface will be: 

FINAL LUMINOUS EXITANCES OF ALL SURFACES: M(n,t) := (1 - ~ - ' - M ~ ( I I ,  t) 

For overcast, 
Day of year: 15 (Jan. 15), 
Local Standard Time: 9 AM, 
Blind tilt angle: 75 deg 



t := 9,IO.. 17 ..- new time index 

ILLUMINANCE ON WORK PLANE 

ILLUMINANCE PROFILE OF THE ROOM (9am. January 15th): 

Si := ... (distance from window) 

Illuminance Profile 75 deg tilt angle 
500 I I 1 I 1 l 

B 
c 
a Illuminance 

rn 
Disoincc h m  Window (m) 



This section calculates the iight dimming factors for both luminaires as a function of day number and solar time, and the possible 
energy savings due to electric lighting on overcast days. 

t:= 9 ,  IO., 17 .-.Local Standard Time 

i:= 1.2.. 12 .-. rnonth number 

ni := 30-i - 15 ... Day Number of Year 

This array contains al1 the iIIuminance values (for al1 days and tirnes) on point A, in one colurnn. 
It is more effective to have this array in 20 matrix form. The 12 cohmns represent the months 
(or days) and the rows the time of the day. 

I The same is done for points 8, C and D : 

.., 2D matrices 



'Ve are only interested in the hours between 9am and Spm, so we can extract the submatnx mntaining only these hourç: 

... new iteration indices for the matnx cal culations 

Lux needed from artificial lighting for any h o u r  in the year: 



LUMINAIRES SELECTION 

The next step is to place luminaires on the ceiling and then calculate the possible energy 
savings. The number of luminaires iç detemined using the coefficient of utilization method, 
to achieve 500 lx average horizontal iliuminance on the working plane. 

5.HT-(LI -t VVT) 
Room cavity ratio: RCR := RCR = 6 

LT- W 
5-WUP-(LT+ WT) 

Floor cavity ratio: FCR := FCR = 1.6 
LT- W T  

Effective floor reflectance (from tables): 29% 

We assume that there is no ceiling cavity (the luminaires are mounted on the ceiling).The 
luminaire selected is the Paramount Industries Inc., F2448H4-EO. It has four fluorescent 
larnps and 3850 Im/lamp. The Iight distriution is direct with quadrilateral symmetry. It is 
assumed that the lamps are 60W. From the coefficients of utilization table provided, the CU is 
0.48 (for ceiling reflectance 80%. walk reflectance 70% and effective floor reflectance 20%. 
Since the efective floor refiectance is dÏfFerent from 20%. we have to rnultiply by a correction 
factor, which is found 1.052 from tables. so 



Average illuminance on working plane (target): 

Work plane area (assume al1 office area): 

Light loss factor: 

Total lumens required: 

Number of tubes reuired: 

@ := 
Ewp-Awp 
CU-LLF 

LLF := 0.8 

NT 
Number of luminaires required: N := - N = 2.009 

4 

That means that we need only 2 luminaires to keep the average illuminance on the working 
ptane near 500 Ix, The 2 luminaires were placed in the office space using the Lumen-Micro 
software. Their coordinates are: 

LI  ( 1.88,2,5,3) ... above point B 

U(3.76,2.5,3) ... above point D 

Knowing the candela distribution of the luminaires, we can determine the illuminance on points 
A,BIC,D due to each luminaire. Dcing the calculations, we find: 

These are the illuminances on points A,B,C and D when the lamps are give their 100% output 
We want to dim the lamps so that on each of the points A, 8, Cl D we have at least 500 lx. We 
assume that there are 4 dimming levels for the lamps: 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. Since the 
lowest values of illuminance happen on point Dl we will start from diming luminaire L2, above 
point D. Assume that the ratio of the output of the lamps of luminaire 2 (dimming level) is : dim2,, 



After we have dimrned these lamps, the illltrninance at points A, B. C and D will then be: 



4ow the illuminance on D at al1 times of the year is greater than 500 ix- However, on points A. 0 and C there are still some values 
ielow 500 lx. Looking a i  point B now, (the other luminaire is above point B and between points A and C), we have: 



Then the final illuminance on points A. B, C and D at atf times of the year will be: 



Jow in ail cases the illuminance is above 500lx at al! tirnes of the year, except for 2 hours in some winter afternoons at point A 

4 graphical visualuation is presented in the following figures. The illuminance on points A, B, C and O is shown for 9am of the 
dentical day of each month only with natural daylight (dashed Iine) and with dimming of the lights (solid lline). The results are very 
jood and the iltuminance levels are generally slightly above 500 lx, except for point A, where it can reach 1000 lx in summer 
nornings. 



ESTIMATION OF ENERGY SAVINGS 

Each lamp needs 60 input Watts and a ballast ~ Ï t h  15 W is needed for each pair of lamps. Thus for each luminaire (4 lamps) 
the input Watts are 4x60 + 2x1 5 = 270 W. For an office with no daylighting controt or onfoff operation, the annual energy 
consurned due to electnc lighting is: 

luminaire input Watts* number of luminaires* hours per day' 360 days 

En, := 270-W-2-Shr-360 En, = 5.599 x LO"J 

With the Vision Control window and the dimming of the lights, the energy consumed in a year will be: 

En, - En 
Thus the energy savings will be: En, - En = 4.265 x 10' J or = 0.762 or 76.2% 

En0 



CALCULATION OF THE OPTIMUM BLIND TILT ANGLE ON CLEAR DAYS 
FOR AVOIDING GLARE 



From Fig. 4.4, it is: 

In order to caiculate the optimum blind tilt angle, p, for al1 the working hours on a clear 

day (as a h c t i o n  of solar tirne, r and day number, n), the above equation mut be solved 

for f l  Then ,l? will be a fknction of so1a.r altitude (a), which is a function of n and l. In the 

above equation, tan(a) is narned a and ,&90 O i s  named x. Thus, the equation becomes: 

I - sin(x) 
a =  

I - cos@) 

cos(x) Next, by setting b=90 O-x, the equation becomes: a = sin@ 

2 - b  
I - cos(-) 

2 - b  2 
Replacing b by 7 , it is: " = 2 - b 

sin(-) 

Using the trigonometric equations: 

cos(2 - x )  = car2(x) - sin2(x) and sin(2 - x) = 2 - sin(x).  cos(x) , it is transformeci into: 

2 b 2 b 1 - [cos (-) -sin (-) ] 
a = 2 2 2 b 2 6  

b b and because 1 -cos (-) = sin y it becomes: 
2 -sin(-)  - cos(-) 2 

2 2 

Substituting, 

replacing a with tan(a), finally ,û is found as a function of the solar altitude, a: 

Bfn,t) = 180 "-2-~$n,r) or, as a function of solar time and day number. 



ILLUMINANCE LEVEL AND LIGHT DIRlMING FACTORS CALCULATIONS 

FOR CLEAR DAYS (Mathcad 2000 program) 



This quicksheet calculates t h e  ifluminance o n  each  of t h e  selected points for every hour in the year on dear days. 

DAYLlGHT INCIDENT ON WlNDOW 

T h e  horizontal illuminance under  a clear sky from t he  sky can be  calculated from the formula: 

The re  is also the  beam radiation (from the  sun). This is calculated a s  follows: 

E, := 127500.1~ ... average illuminance on a surface perpendicular to the sun's rays just outside earth's atmosphere 

This should b e  adjusted for a given da t e  to account for the  elliptical shape of the earth's orbit around the sun. the 
correction factor for the day  d n  of the year  is: 

To obtain the  solar illuminance Ep a t  sea level on the same day on a sirnilarly oriented surface requires that we account 
for  attenuation through the earth 's  atmosphere. Atmosphen'c attenuation is a function of the composition of 
t he  atmosphere and  of the length of the  path traversed by the sun's rays. It is expressed as: 

where  cc is the  optical atrnosphenc extinction coefficient and mo is the  relative optical air rnass. The  quantity cc is found 
0-21 for the clear  sky from recent  rneasurements. T h e  relative optical air rnass is of course a function of solar altitude: 

Now we have the  solar illuminance a t  sea level on a surface perpendicular to the sun's rays: 



The solar illuminance on a horizontal surface will be: 

The solar illurninance (beam radiation) on the window (vertical surface) will be: 

Eb(n, t) := ~ ~ ( n ,  t)-cos(~ (n . t)) 
The total horizontal illuminance under a cfear sky wiIi be equal to: 

The illuminance incident on the window from the skv (since there is only diffuse light), will be equal to the diffuse 
horizontal illuminance multiplied by the view factor between the window and the sky, which is assumed 0.5 (window 
sees haif of the sky): 

There is also incident daylight on the window comina from the qround- This is equal to the total horizontal illurninance 
(on the ground) multiplied by the ground refiectance and the view factor between the window and the ground (which 
is aIso assurned 0.5) : 

-- 0.7 . ground reflectance P grr -- 

The totaI illuminance incident on the window is equal to the sum of these three 
compartrnents: 

DAYLIGHT TRANSMlTTED THROUGH THE WINDOW 

The daylight transmittance for ciear day is a function of the blinds tilt angle$ and of the angle of incidence,B : 

p(n,t) := if(a(n,t) > 45-deg,90-deg, 180.deg - 2.a(n,t)) ... optimum blind tilt angle to avoid glare. allow 
maximum daylight and maximize view 

Wn,t) 0s(n,t) := - P(n ,t) Pt(n,t) := - ... units transformations for caIculations 
deg deg 



Illuminance transmitted through window Et(n,t) := EJn,t)-t(n,t) 

LUMINOUS EXITANCE OF ALL INTERIOR SURFACES 

Now the office space is considered as an enclosure with only one luminous source ( the  window) which emits 
diffuse light unifomily towards al1 directions (surfaces). The final luminous exitance of each surface will now be 
calculated after multiple refiections on every b o m  interior surfaces. First, we represent the initial luminous 
exitances of the room interior surfaces in rnatrix fom: 

Matrix of initial luminous exitances: 
(Et(" A' 

View factors matrix: 

r O O 0.24 0.309 0.145 0.153 0.153' 

O O 0.269 0.2 0.111 0.21 0.21 

0.077 0.086 O 0.354 0.161 0.161 0.161 

F = 0.099 0.064 0.354 O 0.161 0.161 0.161 

0.077 0.059 0.269 0.269 O 0.163 0.163 

0.082 0.081 0.269 0.269 0-163 O 0.136 

I 

Surfaces refiectance matrix: 

f Window 

"Wall containing window" 

FIoor 

Ceiling 

"Back wall" 

"Right wa!l" 

(0.7) "Left waW I 

The final illuminance of each interior surface after multiple reflections, can be calculated frorn the formula: 

Mi = Mo + pi- 
1 C Mj.Fi,j 

Solving for the initial illuminances, it is: 

Mo- = Mi - Pi.x Mj.Fipj or, analytically: 
1 



This system can be written in matrix fom: 

M, = (1 - TT)-M 

where I is the 7x7 identity m a t h  and TT is a matrix each element of which is equal to: 

TTiej = pi-F- 1 . J  - 

Once matrix TT is calcuIated. the final luminous exitance of each surface will be: 

b1, = (1 - rT)-l*Mo. 
t 

FINAL LUMlNOUS EXITANCES OF ALL SURFACES: M(n,t) := (1 - lT)-'-~,(n,t) 

M(15,9)= 

79.875 

59.834 

150.247 

126.554 

For clear day, 
Day of year: 15 (Jan. 1 5), 

Ix  Local Standard Time: 9 AM, 
Blind tilt angle: 455.6 deg 



ILLUMINANCE PROFILE OF THE ROOM (garn, Januaw 15th): 

Illuminance Profile 

fi 



This section calculates the light dimrning factors for every hour of the year and an estimation of possible energy savinas for clear -- 
days. 

- 

t := 9,lO.. 17 ... Local Standard Time 

i := 1,2., 12 ..- month nurnber 

ni := 30-i - 15 -..Day Number of Year 

This array contains al1 the ifiurninance values (for al1 days and times) on point A, in one column. 
It is more effective to have this array in 20 matrix fom. The 12 columns represent the months 
(or days) and the rows the time of the day. 

The same is done fcr points B, C and D : 

We are only interested in the hours between 9am and 5pm, so we can extract the submatrix containi~g only these hours: 

t:= 1,2..9 
... new iteration indices for the matrix calculations 

i := 1 ,S.. 12 

Lux needed from artificial lighting for any tirnelday: 





LUMINAIRES SELECTION 

The next step is to place luminaires on the ceiling and then calculate the possible energy 
savings- The nurnber of luminaires is detennined using the coefficient of utiiization method, 
to achieve 500 ix average horizo~tal illuminance on the working plane. 

Room cavity ratio: RCR := 
5-HT*( LT t. I k T )  

RCR= 6 
LT- i."r 

5 - W W - ( L T  t WT) 
Floar cavity ratio: FCR := FCR = 1.5 

LT- U T  

Effective floor reflectance (from tables): 29% 

We assume that there is no ceiling cavity (the luminaires are mounted on the ceiling).The 
luminaire selected is the Paramount Industries Inc., F2448H4-EO. It has four fluorescent 
lamps and 3850 Irnllamp. The Iight distriution is direct with quadnlateral symmetry. It is 
assumed that the lamps are 60W. From the coefficients of utiiization table provided. the CU is 
0.48 (for ceiling reflectance 80°h, walls refiectance 70% and effective floor reflectance 20%. 
Since the efective floor reflectance is different from 2094, we have to rnultiply by a correction 
factor, which is found 1 -052 from tables, so 

Average illuminance on working plane (target): qwp := 500-lx 

Work plane area (assume al1 office area): := LT- W 

Light loss factor: LLF := 0.8 

Total lumens required: 



Number of tubes reuired: NT := 
@ 

NT = 8,037 
3850-lm 

NT Number of luminaires required: N := - N = 2.009 
4 

That means that we need only 2 luminaires to keep the average illuminance on the working 
plane near 500 lx. The 2 luminaires were placed in the office space using the Lumen-Micro 
software. Their coordinates are: 

~ 2 ( 3  .76,2.5,3) .-. above point D 

Knowing the candela distribution of the luminaires, we can determine the illuminance on points 
A,B,C,D due to each luminaire. Doing the calculations, we find: 

These are the iI1uminances on points A,B,C and D when the lamps are give their f 00% output. 
We want to dim the larnps so that on each of the points A, B, C, D we have at least 500 Ix. We 
assume that there are 4 dimming ievels for the lamps: 25%. 50%, 75% and 100%. Since the 
iowest values of illuminance happen on point D, we will start from diming furninaire K, above 
point D. Assume that the ratio of the output of the lamps of luminaire 2 (dimming level) is : 

W. i 
S 0.75,0.75,if(- > 0.75.1 .O)))) 

E ~ ~ 2  



After we have dimmed these larnps, the illuminance at points A, B, C and D will then be: 



'he illuminance on D at al/ tirnes of the year is greater than 500 lx. However, on points A, B and C there are still some 
*alues below 500 lx. Looking at point B now. (the other luminaire is above point 6 and between points A and C), we have: 

DIMl .= 

Then the final illuminance on points A, B, C and D at al1 times of the year wilI be: 





4ow in al! cases the illuminance is above 5001x at al1 times of the year, except for some winter aftemoon hours at point A 

4 graphical visualkation is presented in the following figures, The illuminance on points A, 0, C and D is shown for 9am of the 
sfentical day of each month only with natural daylight (dashed line) and with dimming of electric lights ( s d d  fine). 



ESVMATION OF ENERGY SAVINGS 

Each lamp needs 196 input Watts and a ballast with 15 W is needed for each pair of lamps. Thus for each iuminaire (4 lamps) 
the input Watts are 4x60 + 2x15 = 270 W. For an office space no daylighting control or onloff operation of efectric lights, the 
annual energy consumption due to electric lighting will be: 

luminaire input Watts* number of luminaires* hours pet day* 360 days 

With the Vision Control window and the dirnmino of the Iights, the energy consumed in a year will be: 

Eno - En 
SO the enefgy saved will be: Eno - E~ = 4.884 10' J or = 0.872 or 87.2% 




